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ABSTRACT

Internet-scale dissemination of streaming contents (e.g.live sport games) is most success-

fully being provided by Multicast Content Delivery Networks(Multicast CDN). Multicast

CDN is composed of dedicated servers placed strategically over the Internet, which for-

ward content from origin site to end users. Multicast CDN delivers huge amount of data

traffic, and therefore its major operational cost is the ISP cost for network access. Existing

Multicast CDNs route user requests to most suitable server based on application perfor-

mance, such as network delay, server throughput, Internet path congestion etc., without

taking into account the potentially high ISP cost it may incur. Multicast CDNs need to

control their ISP cost to remain commercially competitive since ISP cost is the most in-

dicative factor affecting the pricing of their services.

In this work, we present novel Multicast CDN Request Routing algorithms that min-

imize ISP cost while still maintaining good network performance for users. Multicast

CDN Request Routing algorithms control majority of traffic assigned to servers and there-

fore directly impacts the ISP cost. ISP cost and user networkperformances are orthogonal

metrics of performance and in order to balance the trade-offbetween them we introduce

overall delay as a constraint to the Multicast CDN Request Routing algorithm.

Multicast CDNs are business customers of ISPs and therefore can independently

choose to reduce their bills by considering the ways in whichISPs charge. We have

designed Request Routing algorithms that exploit the economyof scale in ISP charging

function in assigning users to servers. We have developed Request Routing algorithms

that exploit the nature of Percentile-based charging used by ISPs to compute the charging

volume for traffic generated at server sites.
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Multicast CDN can cooperate with ISPs to reduce the operational cost of both the

parties. Multicast CDN controls how traffic is redirected on the overlay, and that can

conflict with how underlying ISPs want the traffic to be forwarded. We have developed

Request Routing algorithms that assign users to servers that are available over cheaper IP

routes. This reduces the transmission costs for ISPs and these savings can be transferred

onto Multicast CDN.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The widespread use of the Internet has brought about an increase in the expectation of on-

line users especially in regards to the consumption of online video content. In the present

content delivery market, consumers are watching more online video content, more fre-

quently, at higher bitrates, for longer periods of time and on more devices [25]. And the

trend is for ever more interactive communications over richmedia that is available at faster

speeds and in any location [34]. According to Cisco study [38], Internet video is now 40

percent of consumer Internet traffic, which is expected to reach 62 percent by the end of

2015. The Internet video includes short-form Internet video, such as YouTube videos,

long-form Internet video, such as Hulu, live Internet video, Internet video to TV, such as

Netflix available through Roku, online video purchases and rentals etc. but excludes the

amount of video exchanged through P2P file sharing.

Presently large-scale dissemination of streaming contents is done via overlay multicast

networks, either peer-to-peer (P2P) or infrastructure-based networks such as Content De-

livery Networks (CDN). In P2P networks, group members self-organize into an overlay

to forward contents from one to another. In contrast a CDN deploys servers that form an

overlay to forward content from the source to end users. CDN isappealing to commercial

content providers as it allows greater control over the quality of service, accounting, and

access control.

A CDN is a global infrastructure that is composed of thousandsof specially-equipped

servers deployed in points of presence (PoPs) of various ISPs, as shown in Figure1.1.

CDN provides this infrastructure as a managed service for thepurpose of delivering con-

tent from content providers’ origin servers to end users. A CDN redirects the user requests
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Figure 1.1: Global Content Delivery Network with servers deployed in geographically
disperse locations

to deployed servers thereby allowing the content providersto withstand the crush of daily

requests for rich, dynamic, and interactive content, transactions, and applications. A CDN

in redirecting user requests tries to avoid Internet problem such as hot spots and vulnera-

bilities in real-time [5], to ensure websites perform optimally [19], media streaming and

download is flawless [20], and applications perform reliably [18].

Internet delivery of live streaming content is most successfully being provided by

CDN. In recent years, CDNs have made real-world impacts in broadcasting live sports

games [10], political events [8], and entertainment shows [3] to millions of users over

the Internet. At the same time, the operational cost of CDN hasbeen growing at an ever

increasing pace due to the high traffic volume being served byCDN servers.

The major operational cost of CDN is the bandwidth cost payable to the Internet Ser-

vice Providers (ISPs) for accessing their network. ISPs deliver the requested content from

CDN servers to end users, for which they charge CDN. The operational bandwidth cost

increases with the increase in the amount of traffic volume served by CDN servers. There

are two distinct reasons for the growing traffic volume (1) more users want to consume
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Table 1.1: Estimated monthly bandwidth costs for large CDNs (with global server infras-
tructure) where each server has 100 Mbps reserved bandwidthfor which the CDN pays
$250 to ISP. The operational bandwidth costs are conservative estimates, meant to be lower
bounds as the server bandwidth requirement and its corresponding ISP cost can be quite
different.

Encoding Bandwidth Consumption No. of Servers CDN Bandwidth Cost
Bit-Rate 5 Million SRV @ 10 Gbps SRV @ $250

@ 2 Mbps 10 Tbps 782 $ 195.5 K
Standard TV
@ 5 Mbps 25 Tbps 1954 $ 488.3 K

DVD-quality
@ 10 Mbps 50 Tbps 3906 $ 976.6 K
HD-quality

online content and (2) users want to consume that content at ever higher bit-rates. For

instance, consider in Table1.1back of the envelope calculations for CDN bandwidth cost

to deliver content to 5 million users at higher bit-rates, corresponding to better content

quality, for any given month.1

CDN operational bandwidth cost increases proportionally with the higher bit-rates at

which users consume content. The estimate of supporting 5 million users is justifiable

given the scale of the recent events that have been supportedby CDNs. In 2008, 1.3 million

viewers watched President Obama’s Inaugural address at itspeak at CNN, which was most

successfully facilitated by Akamai CDN [8]. In 2010, 6.2 million viewers watched many

popular World Cup matches over live streams supported by commercial CDNs [15, 16].

Furthermore, the projected total bandwidth consumption that ranges from 1 Tbps to 5 Tbps

for users consuming content at various bit-rates is justifiable given the growth in broad-

band adoption world wide. All of the countries and regions inthe top 10, as well as the

1The reported, CDN server bandwidth capacity is taken from a compiled list of standard bandwidth
capacity for a typical ISP hosting service [36]
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United States (placed fourteenth), continued to maintain average connection speeds that

exceeded the high broadband threshold of 5 Mbps [14]. This means the overall band-

width requirement from a global CDN will increase proportionally to the higher bit-rates

at which content is accessed, which will translate into proportionally higher operating

bandwidth cost payable to the ISPs.

Present state-of-art CDN Request Routing algorithms that redirect user requests to

servers have focused only upon maximizing end user performance as per the requirements

of the Content Delivery Market. Some Request Routing algorithms attempt to redirect user

requests to the nearest-available server to minimize the delay 2 for accessing requested

content [50]. Some other Request Routing algorithms are centered around maximizing

throughput by balancing server load to scale the delivery ofcontent for end users [49]. In

more recent years, Request-Routing algorithms have focused on adaptive bitrate-streaming

capabilities to meet the variable throughput at end users side [26]. For example, initially

content at lower bitrate is sent to enable immediate playback and as buffer fills up and

the detected bandwidth exceeds the need of the current stream, and then content at higher

bitrate is sent.

CDN Request Routing algorithms control the operational bandwidth cost payable to

ISPs. The Request-Routing algorithms determines the majority of traffic served out of

CDN servers, which forms the basis for the operational bandwidth cost. In order to remain

economically profitable in the content delivery market, CDNsneed to reduce their growing

operational bandwidth costs. Therefore the CDN Request Routing algorithms need to

focus on reducing operational bandwidth costs. But reducingcosts alone can negatively

2Commercial stream analyzers measure the startup time as a measure of delay [9]. The startup time is
defined as the time taken for the stream to start playing afterthe user hits the Play button as viewed by an
actual user. The distance between server and user proportionally impacts the throughput and download time.
The study [67] reports that for servers in local vicinity (i.e. within 100miles) the network latency threshold
is 1.6 ms, and for servers in regional vicinity (i.e. within 500-1000 miles) the network latency threshold
is 16 ms, and for servers in cross-continental vicinity (i.e. within about 3000 miles) the network latency
threshold is 48 ms, and for servers in multi-continental vicinity (i.e. within about 6000 miles) the network
latency threshold is 96 ms.
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impact application performance metrics, that have made CDNsthe most favorable solution

for the content delivery market. Therefore in this dissertation, we propose CDN Request

Routing algorithms that focus on reducing operational bandwidth cost for CDN while

balancing the trade-off against application performance of end users.

1.1 Contributions

CDNs are facing increasing content traffic loads since they provide better application per-

formance to end users. The increasing content traffic load isalso causing an increase

in the operational bandwidth cost of CDN. At the same time, theincreasing operational

bandwidth cost is the most indicative factor affecting the pricing of CDN services. There-

fore CDNs need to reduce their operating cost to remain commercially competitive in the

content delivery market.

We explore ways in which CDN can reduce its operating cost by looking into the

business relationship between CDN and ISPs. CDN is the business customer of ISPs, in

the sense that CDN pay ISPs for delivering traffic originatingfrom CDN servers. We

identify that CDN can independently reduce its operational bandwidth cost by exploiting

the specifics of the ISP charging functions and charging models. We consider the problem

formulations focusing on these aspects in Chapter3 and4.

We explore the impact of CDN Request Routing on the underlying ISPs inter-carrier

transmission costs, which in-turn affects CDN operating cost. We identify the conflict be-

tween CDN routing content at application layer and ISPs routing traffic at network layer.

CDN can cooperate with ISPs to route their traffic over cheaperIP routes thereby reduc-

ing transmission costs for ISPs. Such savings can be transferred onto CDNs to make it

mutually beneficial. We explore how such cooperative behavior can be facilitated between

CDN and ISPs in Chapter5.

We investigate the following three problem formulations, in order to devise practical

CDN Request Routing algorithms that can reduce bandwidth cost for CDN.
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CDN exploiting ISP Charging Functions: We identify that CDNs have the opportu-

nity to reduce their operational bandwidth cost by exploiting the nature of the ISP charging

function. The ISP charging functions follow economies of scale, that is, the marginal unit

price decreases as the total traffic volume increases. We propose ROMaN Request Routing

algorithm that takes into account the marginal bandwidth cost offered by each server. For

instance, say there are two servers located in two ISPs with two users requesting content,

then assigning both users to the same server will usually cost less than assigning one user

to each server.

Prior Request Routing algorithms have only considered network performance metrics

for assigning user requests. For instance, the nearest-available server join algorithm as-

signs users to the physically nearest server with availablebandwidth. But for streaming

applications, where the user population is spread diversely, the nearest-available policy

unnecessarily increases the overlay tree size, thereby resulting in an increase in user de-

lay. In contrast, ROMaN assigns users to fewer number of cheaper servers, which reduces

bandwidth cost and reduces overlay size, which in-turn improves overall user delay.

Chapter3 presents ROMaN Request Routing algorithm that reduces the overall band-

width cost for CDN. ROMaN achieves lower bandwidth cost by considering both the un-

derlying nature of ISP charging function and the differentiation in various ISPs’ charging

functions. ROMaN dynamically adjusts the user assignment based on available bandwidth

of servers and therefore is able to support as many users and groups when compared to

static policies such as nearest server join. Using realistic topologies, group characteristics

and pricing model, the simulation shows that ROMaN significantly reduce the ISP cost for

CDNs, while supporting more users and groups, with substantial reduction in end-to-end

delay compared with prior approaches.

CDN exploiting ISP Charging Model: We identify that CDNs can reduce their band-

width cost by reducing the charging volume of their servers,which is used to compute the

ISP bill. There exists specific charging models that are usedby an ISP to compute the
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charging volume over the traffic sent and received by any of its customer. The ISPs prefer

usage-based charging models, such as 95th Percentile charging, to compute the charging

volume for their customer traffic. However when an ISP charges at 95th percentile, it does

not charge for the traffic in the top 5 percent of the charging intervals, which can be used

to reduce the overall charging volume of a CDN server.

We propose various greedy heuristics to use the available burst intervals of servers

(i.e. intervals when ISPs don’t charge for traffic) to reducethe charging volume. First,

the server bandwidth during its available burst interval can be used to absorb the surge in

the traffic demands. Second, the server bandwidth during itsavailable burst interval can

be used to absorb the regular traffic demands. In Chapter4, we propose NetReq Request

Routing algorithm that combines these greedy heuristics to reduce the overall charging

volume of CDN servers and thereby reduce the bandwidth cost.

We compare NetReq against commercially adopted nearest-available server request

routing in large scale simulations for both web traffic and multicast traffic requests. Ne-

tReq is able to significantly reduce the charging volume for both types of traffic requests

which translates into significant savings in ISP cost for theCDN. NetReq provides compa-

rable network performance for multicast traffic requests byintroducing end-to-end delay

as a constraint in the request-routing. NetReq marginally increases the network perfor-

mance for web traffic requests in the simulation scenario where every content is available

at every server.

CDN resolving routing conflicts with ISPs: We have identified routing conflicts be-

tween CDN and ISPs. CDN route content traffic at the applicationlayer with preference

for better application performance. And ISPs route traffic at the IP layer with preference

for less inter-carrier payments. In practice mismatch of routing preferences can occur,

which may result in higher operational cost for both CDN and ISPs. We explore the op-

portunity that CDN has to cooperate with ISPs to redistributeits content traffic as per the

routing preferences of ISPs in order to reduce operational costs for both CDN and ISPs.
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In Chapter5, we propose to make CDN and ISP routing mutually beneficial through

ISP’s non-uniform bandwidth charging and CDN’s bandwidth cost-aware request routing.

More specifically, ISPs charge different prices for traffic that traverses different types of

inter-domain links. At the same time, we propose CORE-OMN Request Routing that

attempts to minimize ISP bills by taking into account the modified pricing information

supplied by ISPs.

We compare CORE-OMN against nearest-available policy in large scale simulations

using realistic CDN server and user deployment scenarios. The CORE-OMN greedy so-

lution presents the lowest bandwidth cost for CDNs but at the expense of network per-

formance for users. With end-to-end delay introduced as a constraint in the decision pro-

cess, the CORE-OMN delay constraint solution maintains good network performance for

users while achieving significant savings in bandwidth cost. Compared with conventional

nearest-available policy in CDN request routing, CORE-OMN algorithms move significant

amount of inter-domain traffic from provider routes to peer or customer routes, reducing

operational costs for both ISPs and CDNs.

1.2 Dissertation Organization

Chapter2 presents an in-depth look at the content delivery market by first looking at the

potential of the market, then looking at the challenges in meeting requirements of the

market and finally looking at the economic constraints of thekey players in the market.

Chapter3 presents ROMaN Request Routing algorithm that focuses on exploiting the ISP

charging functions. Chapter4 presents NetReq Request Routing algorithm that reduces

the overall charging volume of CDN servers. Chapter5 presents CORE-OMN Request

Routing algorithm that makes use of economic incentives to mitigates the routing conflicts

between CDN and ISPs. Chapter6 discusses work related to the topics in this dissertation.

Chapter7 presents the contributions of this dissertation and conclusions that can be drawn

from this work.
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CHAPTER 2

CONTENT DELIVERY MARKET AND ITS ECONOMICS

2.1 Potential of the Content Delivery Market

As creation and consumption of media grows, traffic volumes will grow at an even faster

pace. Over the last several years, traffic levels on the Internet have grown 50% year to

year [12]. According to Internet audience measurement firm comScoreMedia Metrix,

video watching now accounts for approximately one-eighth of America’s total time spent

on the Internet [6]. In December 2008, over 78% of the U.S Internet population watched

videos online, viewing a total of 14.3 billion videos in thatmonth alone.

HD video will drive the next wave of viewer demand as broadband connections con-

tinue to get faster and cheaper. In recent times, a positive feedback loop has been es-

tablished between adoption of broadband services and consumption of High-Definition

quality content. The users signal their desire to consume HDquality content by adopting

broadband in homes and workplace. The content providers upon seeing broadband ca-

pacity at user sites increase the production of HD quality content. With more HD quality

content being available, more users want to access it, whichhas caused the growth in the

adoption of broadband services. Recent studies conducted in2008 [67] and 2010 [14] re-

port that 61% of the global users have “broadband connections” with speeds greater than 2

Mbps and 23% of the global users have “high broadband” connections with speed greater

than 5 Mbps.

The consumers in this content delivery market are seeing an increasing number of

choices due to the availability of multiple channels, whichmeans they can choose the best

service at the best available price. The content provider that is best able to satisfy those

demands, and at an affordable lower price, can reap the benefits of online advertising
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revenue. The online advertising revenue for 2011 is estimated to be at $2 billion and there

is an expectation of 30% - 40% growth in the foreseeable future [32].

2.2 Challenges of the Content Delivery Market

The promise from HD quality content delivery over the Internet is real, but delivering that

experience is the real challenge. Content providers need to deliver content in a timely fash-

ion with certain guarantee in quality of service to meet userdemands and expectations. In

contrast, the Internet Protocol only provides best effort delivery adhering to one of the ba-

sic assumptions about the network infrastructure being inherently unreliable at any single

network element or transmission medium. Therefore Content Providers face some serious

problems in attempting to deliver content over the Internetin the form of congestion caus-

ing packet loss, end-to-end distance increasing latency, variable throughput to end users

affecting quality of content delivered and scalability of the service [11, 67].

Congestion – Content Providers in trying to deliver the content from their origin servers

to end users need to send packets over the Internet that is composed of multiple networks

interconnected at various peering points. This long-haul path is the potential sources of

packet loss and delays caused due to congested peering points, backbone outages, routing

problems and instabilities, insufficient ISP backhaul capacity and last but not least the

last-mile bandwidth. The high throughput rates as desired by end users for the HD quality

content makes these bottlenecks even more disruptive.

End-to-end Distance – The distance between the server and user is reported to be the

primary constraining factor when it comes to delivering HD quality content. In [67], the

paper presents the effect of distance between the server andend user on the throughput

and download times. As the distance between servers and users is increased, the network

latency increases proportionally causing the throughout to drop and the download time

to increases proportionally. The underlying reason for this is the TCP Internet protocol,

which is being used to reliably deliver such content over theInternet. TCP allows only
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small amounts of data to be sent at any one time and requires acknowledgement that the

data has been received before it will send more. Therefore greater the distance (or latency)

between server and end user, lower is the maximum possible throughput of the connection,

and the longer it will take for data transfer.

Variable Throughput to End Users – In the Content Delivery market, the Content

Providers want to deliver the best quality video possible tothe end user to maximize their

online viewing experience. In other words, Content Providers want to target the quality,

i.e. bitrate, of their video stream to each end user based on their Internet connection speed.

But a user’s effective connection speed changes constantly with the Internet’s congestion

patterns. For instance, ISPs typically provision last-mile capacity based on the assumption

that only a small percentage of users will use their full capacity at any given time [11, 29].

But recently this assumption is being challenged when many people who share the same

last-mile access point start watching an online event [10, 27]. In such eventuality the last

mile becomes overburdened and each users’ available bandwidth decreases significantly.

Scalability – Popular events are being broadcasted online by Content Providers in order

to serve the user demands for accessing these events from anylocation and from any

device. For instance, CNN reported that President Obama’s Inaugural address at its peak

was watched by 1.3 million live streams simultaneously and over a longer nine-hour span

was watched by more than 21.3 million video streams [8]. Scalability becomes an issue

when more consumers are trying to watch broadcast content online. Content Providers in

order to cater to such demands need to provision their service offerings to support massive

online audiences at HD bitrates. Even with aggressive provisioning, content providers

origin servers’ can turn into bottlenecks when trying to handle flash crowds or in worst

case can be single point of failure if subjected to DDoS attacks.
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Figure 2.1: CDN Request Routing Mechanism

2.3 Basics of a Content Delivery Network

Content Delivery Network (CDN) consists of a content deliveryinfrastructure, a request-

routing mechanism, and an overlay multicast distribution mechanism [80]. CDN deploys

an infrastructure composed of dedicated servers with reserved bandwidth in strategic lo-

cations across the Internet, often over multiple backbonesand at Internet Exchange Points

(IXP) and even within multiple Points of Presence (PoP) of different ISPs. These CDN

servers cooperate with each other and move the content transparently behind the scenes to

optimize the end user experience.

CDN Request-Routing mechanism redirects the end user requestsfor content that is

hosted at origin server of content provider to a dedicated server controlled by the CDN, as

shown in Figure2.1. Typical CDNs use DNS techniques to connect end users requesting

content to CDN servers. Consider a simple example for explanation – an end user visits

http://www.bestbuy.com and attempts to resolve the hostname to an IP address by querying

its local DNS (LDNS) server. The LDNS server then contacts the authoritative DNS server
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of www.bestbuy.com, which returns a CNAME a1105.b.akamai.net as Akamai CDN is

hosting the content for www.bestbuy.com. The LDNS again queries the authoritative DNS

server of a1105.b.akamai.net, which eventually returns the IP address of an Akamai CDN

server hosting BestBuy’s content.

CDN Request-Routing algorithms determine the choice of the most suitable server

for a user request. The state-of-art CDN Request-Routing algorithms are designed to

improve application performance metrics such as network performance of end users, sys-

tem throughput, server load, reliability, cache locality etc. CDN use several and some-

times conflicting factors in deciding where a user request isto be redirected. For instance,

the ”nearest-available“ policy selects server based on network proximity to minimize net-

work delay for users. And in contrast, [49] scheme chooses the server to evenly balance

load amongst a given set of servers within a region to improvesystem throughput. These

Request-Routing algorithms improve application performance but in the process incur sig-

nificant bandwidth cost.

The distribution mechanism depends upon the specific application for which content

is being requested, i.e., for static web content the joiningserver either has the requested

content or can access it at the origin server and for streaming web content the joining

server must join an overlay multicast tree to access requested content. Several protocols

have been designed to build such overlay multicast tree, e.g., OMNI [41], AMCast [82],

HMTP [89] and Narada [47]. For live streaming, CDNs usually send multiple copies of

the same stream over different routes between the edge servers in order to avoid jerkiness

caused by packet loss.

2.4 CDN meets requirements of the Content Delivery Market

A CDN chooses appropriate edge servers for communicating therequested content with

an objective of avoiding Internet paths that are either congested or having failures, which

will lead to packet loss. Global deployment of CDN server infrastructure provides the
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opportunity of edge servers to be near both origin server of content provider as well as the

end user. Therefore a CDN can allow content to be communicatedeither over the best path

as determined by BGP or construct an overlay path amongst the deployed servers to reach

the origin server. With real-time intelligence of Internetconditions across symmetric pair

of servers, CDN can dynamically optimize round trip time between each end user and the

origin server [18].

By controlling both ends of the communication with symmetricservers, CDN can also

significantly reduce application chattiness and fortify against packet loss and other net-

work anomalies by applying intelligent transport and application optimizations. CDNs

have developed their own high performance communication protocol which addresses in-

effectiveness associated with TCP and HTTP [20]. CDN protocol eliminates TCP’s three-

way handshake for connection and tear down, eliminates slowstart and applies guaran-

teed pipelining and intelligent retransmission. HTTP inefficiencies are eliminated through

compression and caching at the edge servers and intelligentpre-fetching.

2.5 Key players in the Content Delivery Market and their Economic Perspective

In this section, we explain the economic interests of the keyplayers involved in the con-

tent delivery market, as shown in Figure2.2. Content Providers host the content at their

origin sites and want that content to be available to mass public audience. For instance,

we have content sites such as Hulu, Netflix, YouTube and CNN etcwhere users consume

popular content. Content Delivery Networks (CDN) facilitatethe delivery of content from

content providers’ origin servers to end users. The most well-known commercial CDN of-

ferings are Akamai CDN, Limelight Networks CDN and Amazon CloudFront etc. Internet

Service Providers (ISP) actually delivering the content from CDN servers to end users.
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Figure 2.2: Key players in Content Delivery Market

2.5.1 Content Provider Perspective

Content Providers that are interested in offering content toa geographically distributed

and potentially large audience over the Web are attracted toCDN. The primary reason for

this is that CDN offer a geographically distributed server infrastructure that can meet the

content delivery demands of the Content Provider and the users. The trend in recent times

has been for Content providers to sign contract with CDNs for delivering their content

over the CDN server infrastructure.

The main benefits of contracting CDN for content delivery are:(1) Content providers

can avoid the cost of deploying and maintaining a geographically distributed server infras-

tructure; (2) CDN allows content traffic to bypass congestionover the Internet by first,

caching content close to end users and second, redirecting user requests to servers with the

content; (3) CDN provide better control over the content delivery quality, speed and relia-

bility based on specific end user Internet connection speed;(4) CDN are able to drastically

reduce the load on Content provider’s origin server.
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Content providers profit margins depend upon the pricing of CDNservices. Consider

the example of iTunes Movies, Hulu Movies and Netflix Movie rentals, which at present

provide content at 720p resolutions. These websites make free trailers of movies available

in order to attract either purchase or rental of the full movie. So a movie of size, say 2.71

GB, would incur a CDN service charge of $ 0.1355 at about $ 0.05 per GB [13] for which

the user pays a rental fees of $ 4.99. But the content provider needs to eat the costs of all

the free previews where users want to see if they want to buy orrent a video. So the trailer

for the same movie of size, say 77MB, and would incur a CDN service charge of $ 0.00385

each time a user previews it. The rental purchase of single user can support the free trailer

previewing of 1260 other users. In effect the operating costof content provider, which is

the cost of delivering the full movie purchases and the free trailer previews depends upon

pricing of CDN services.

Content providers are always looking for cheaper alternatives to deliver content since it

can increase their profit margin in two ways: (1) making free preview of content extremely

cheap which indirectly increases the number of purchases for content and (2) overall in-

crease in profit which comes from reduction in cost of delivering content.

2.5.2 Content Delivery Network Perspective

The huge potential of HD Content Delivery Market has attracted competitors from an array

of sources. In recent years many commercial CDNs, such as Akamai, Limelight Networks,

Amazon CloudFront, Microsoft Azure etc [37], have propped up to broker the exchange of

content between providers and users. After seeing the promise of Content Delivery Market

many ISPs, such as AT&T, Level 3 and British Telecom etc, have built OnNet CDNs that

are marketing to deliver better quality video for content providers [37]. In an effort to

better control the quality of their content, Content Providers themselves have build Do-It-

Your-Own (DIY) CDNs. Even though this option is less attractive due to the infrastructure

costs involved, it is being estimated that 50% of the Internet video traffic is not going over
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commercial CDNs [35]. Finally there are also Peer-to-Peer CDNs available that claim low

costs and efficient distribution, especially for video content in high demand [33].

Presently CDNs are engaged in a price competition to attract traffic volume from var-

ious content providers. CDN content delivery service pricing data from 4th Quarter of

2010 shows significant decline in prices by 20-25% [13, 35]. As a result traffic volume on

average has grown for commercial CDNs by about 50% in 2010 as compared to about 35%

in 2009. CDNs are trying to attract and provide service for content providers in stream-

ing video delivery and therefore many CDN contracts are now inthe petabyte size, not

gigabytes. The largest CDNs won’t even take on a customer of that size anymore unless

they expect them to really grow their traffic over time. Content providers are definitely

encouraged by this trend since it allows them to increase their profit margins as well as

provide ever more high quality content to users.

CDNs cannot sustain the price competition since attracting more content provider traf-

fic also means more operational bandwidth cost. In order to remain economically prof-

itable in the content delivery market, CDNs need to reduce their operational costs. Band-

width costs, payable to the ISPs, for the traffic generated bythe CDN servers which needs

to be transported to the end users is the main operational cost faced by CDNs. Therefore in

this dissertation we focus on reducing the operational costfor CDNs in order to maintain

and improve their profit margins.

2.5.3 Internet Service Provider Perspective

CDNs dynamically choose the server where content is accessedand therefore CDNs can

make it possible for content and service to be accessed locally within an ISP’s network.

ISPs benefit from CDN Request-Routing in two ways: (a) ISPs can avoid paying expensive

transit costs that arise from redundant queries, which can then be served locally through

CDN server caches and (b) ISPs don’t need to keep upgrading their backhaul networking

infrastructure to meet the growing bandwidth demands of users requesting for popular
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content. Furthermore ISPs treat the CDN servers as another customer generating traffic

that needs to be forwarded to the end user destination. In effect, CDN traffic serves as an

additional source of revenue for ISPs.

ISPs charge their business customers, which are CDN servers,for providing transit

services i.e. delivering the traffic generated by servers toend user destinations. The choice

of how ISPs charge the CDN depends upon the terms of the negotiated Service Level

Agreement (SLA). The cost incurred is usually based on the traffic volume the customer

sends and receives, i.e., cost = c(x) where x is the customer’s charging volume and c is

ISP’s charging function that maps the charging volume to monetary charges incurred by

the customer. Previous works and market surveys show different ways in which ISPs

compute their bill, which differ in types of ISP charging functions as well as in ways of

computing the charging volume.

ISP Charging Function

ISP charging function for CDN traffic is proprietary information and therefore not known

publicly. But we can extract the overall trend behind ISP charging function by looking at

data. We have looked at how ISPs charge for bandwidth being leased at their colocation

center where third-party servers are allowed to be deployed.

A common property of the ISP charging functions is that they are usually concave,

meaning that price per Mbps drops almost logarithmically asthe purchased bandwidth

goes up. The ISP charging function has been modeled, based ondata from [52, 24], using

a concave charging function as:c(x) = [α−β ·log(x)]·r, where r is measured in Mbps and

the price is monthly fee in USD [94]. The domain of ISP charging function is determined

by the physical bandwidth capacity as allowed by the ISP. In order to meet user traffic

demand, CDN may have to deploy multiple servers within an ISP.

The charging data from colocation services offered by ISPs also corroborates the afore-

mentioned overall trend in ISP charging functions. Colocation hosting is a service offered
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by a small number of ISPs, where the third-party client, i.e.CDN, places its server(s) in

ISP’s Data Center. The CDN server hardware is connected to the data center’s network

and physical infrastructure but is operated by the CDN. The ISP is multi-homed upstream

to multiple top tier providers and maintains its own peeringpoints directly connected with

small to medium ISPs to offer the most dynamically resilientand performance-oriented

bandwidth available. Several such colocation hosting services have propped up by dif-

ferent ISPs [30, 31]. Bandwidth, security and redundancy are the three most important

factors for most companies when choosing a colocation provider [4].

Figure2.4 presents the same overall trend behind the ISP charging functions for col-

location services as gathered from these sites [22, 23, 21, 28] which have made the data

publicly available. Bandwidth charges in colocation hosting refers to the amount of data

transferred to and from the server for any given billing cycle. In order to make coloca-

tion affordable, the bandwidth is priced in affordable 1-5 Mbps small increments. A CDN

server with 1 Mbps connection equates to 320 GB per month (=1 Mbps 95th percentile

traffic · 8640 5-minute intervals· 300 sec) of data transfer if the connection is running at

100% for the entire month. The ISPs don’t throttle bandwidthfor customers using this

type of service so the CDN server has access to ISP’s backbone connection at the full 100
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Mbps or 1 Gbps speed depending upon the requirements. Trafficbetween collocated CDN

servers of a company’s dedicated network segment is unlimited.

ISP Charging Model

ISPs need to determine the charging volume for the traffic sent and received by its cus-

tomers in a given charging period, which is usually one-month long. The most popular

means to determine the charging volume are: Percentile-based and Total-volume based.

The particular charging model is negotiated as part of the Service Level Agreement (SLA)

between CDN and ISP.

Total-Volume based Charging: This is a rather straightforward way to compute charg-

ing volume, where the total traffic volume sent and received by customer in a charging

period is the charging volume. This charging model is preferred for small CDN where the

servers have low bandwidth usage, in which case the straightdata rates on the total-volume

can be used.

Percentile-based Charging: This is a typical usage-based charging scheme used by

many ISPs. In this approach, traffic volume is recorded for every 5 minute interval by

monitoring the network port that a server is attached to. At the end of charging period

these values are sorted in ascending order and then the ISP specified q-th percentile is

used to compute the charging volume as (q% X I)-th volume, where I is the number of

intervals in the charging period. Most ISPs have chosen to charge over the 95th percentile

of the traffic generated within a month and then the cost is based on the traffic volume sent

during the 8208-th (95% X 30 X 24 X 60/5 = 8208) sorted interval

This charging model is ideal for CDN where the servers have a great deal of traffic

over the course of a day [22]. For instance, with Akamai, ISPs usually set the prices per

network port, using the 95th percentile based charging [74].
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CHAPTER 3

CDN REQUEST ROUTING TO REDUCE NETWORK ACCESS COST

3.1 Introduction

Content Delivery Networks (CDN) in order to be economically successful in providing

multicast service, need to maximize number of users in groups while minimizing the cost

in doing so. The major part of the operational cost [70] is the Internet Service Providers

(ISP) charges for carrying the data traffic for multicast traffic. ISPs usually charge business

customers based on traffic volume. Given the huge number of users that CDN needs to

support, its ISP cost can run very high. Therefore, a challenging research question is how

to build and manage overlay multicast groups on CDN in order tominimize the ISP cost

while still maintaining good network performance.

CDN Request Routing algorithms that redirect user requests to servers controls the

ISP cost of deploying overlay multicast groups. Generally speaking, constructing data

delivery paths in overlay multicast involves two steps: (1)assigning users to servers, and

(2) organizing servers of the same multicast group into a dissemination tree rooted at the

source. A server usually connects to a few number of other servers but gets assigned a

large number of users. Hence, for any server the traffic volume sent to users dominates its

overall traffic volume sent. Therefore to minimize ISP cost we need to turn our attention

to user assignment that has been largely ignored by prior work.

ROMaNproposes a novel user assignment scheme that considers ISP cost of carrying

user data traffic from different servers to reduce the overall ISP cost of deploying groups

on CDN. The main idea behindROMaNis to exploit the economy of scale in ISP charging,

that is, the marginal unit price decreases as the total traffic volume increases. For instance,

if there are two servers located in two ISPs and two users requesting content then assigning
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two users to the same server usually will cost less than assigning one user to each server.

We formulate the user assignment problem and develop a heuristic solution that assigns

users to thecheapest available server. Evaluation shows that this simple user assignment

scheme can reduce ISP cost significantly.

Prior research work [42, 81] in overlay multicast protocols assume that users will con-

nect to the nearest server. Furthermore, even major CDNs suchas Akamai [17] and Lime-

light [57] operate on user requests being routed to the nearest-available server. The draw-

back of the nearest-available scheme is that the consumption of bandwidth at server sites

becomes directly tied to the physical locality of users. This leads to significant increase in

the overall ISP cost of deploying groups in CDN as seen in the evaluation.

The user assignment scheme impacts both operational cost and network performance

of users. Focusing only upon operational cost can negatively impact the network perfor-

mance of users. In order to provide good network performanceto users, we introduce

delay constraints toROMaN user assignment scheme where users can only be assigned

to delay compliant servers. Assigning users to delay compliant servers puts a constraint

on the last-hop delay for any user. Subsequently the overlaytree delay is significantly

reduced due to the smaller overlay tree, which result from users being assigned to fewer

number of servers.

In contrast prior research work [42, 81] have focused upon building server dissemina-

tion tree with the objective of optimizing network performance metrics, such as end-to-end

delay. Since the server infrastructure is geographically distributed and covers the major

part of the distance between the source and the users, the server dissemination tree is the

right place to optimize network performance. However the nearest-available server join

scheme forces the overlay tree itself to be of much larger size which increases the overlay

tree delay, the dominant factor in the overall user delay. Therefore users experience bet-

ter network performance underROMaN with delay constraints when compared to other

state-of-art overlay multicast protocols.
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ROMaNalso employs a new user movement scheme to reward better service quality

to users who stay in the session longer. Multicast group membership studies [85] have

shown that users can be classified asserious viewers, who join the group for long duration,

or casual surfers, who join the group briefly and leave. Surfers are of large numbers and

are the main cause for the group membership dynamics.ROMaNredirects surfers to leaf

servers while viewers are allowed to advance towards the root server along the overlay tree.

In effect, the churns in group membership only impacts the leaf servers of the tree. The

service interruption to viewers is minimized, and over time, viewers experience shorter

and shorter delay as they can move towards the root.

3.2 Motivating Examples exploiting ISP Charging Functions

The ISP charging functions follow economies of scale, that is, the marginal unit price

decreases as the total traffic volume increases. CDN Request Routing algorithm can ex-

ploit this nature of ISP charging function to reduce the overall ISP cost for CDN services.

Figure 5.1 present two separate ways of distributing user requests formulticast groups

amongst CDN servers that produce different ISP cost. These multicast sessions serve as

motivating examples to show the importance of user assignment problem.

Consider the hypothetical session A. With nearest-available scheme, the 5 requesting

users may have to be assigned to 5 different servers. The diversity in physical locality of

users of a multicast group, as reported in [85, 58], can force user assignment to be spread

out amongst the servers. In effect, assigning these users tonearby servers produces higher

ISP cost. However assigning the same users to fewer servers can produce ISP cost savings.

The reason being the concave nature of the ISP charging functions, as per which assigning

more users to a server is cheaper as compared to assigning users to separate servers.

Consider the hypothetical session B. The marginal ISP cost of aserver depends upon

its corresponding ISP charging function and its immediate load. Therefore a server can be

cheap by virtue of having a cheaper ISP charging function or due to its immediate load
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Figure 3.1: Bandwidth costs of multicast groups organized indifferent ways.

and the corresponding marginal ISP cost. So at any given point different servers may

offer different marginal ISP costs, thereby providing an opportunity to reduce ISP cost of

deploying group in CDN. For instance, in case the 3 requestingusers are near 3 costly

servers then assigning these users to nearby servers can significantly increase the ISP cost

of group. But the same users can be supported by cheaper servers thereby reducing the

overall ISP cost of group.

Group Membership studies [85, 58] have reported the existence of diversity in the user

population of such multicast groups. Allowing user locality to determine user assignment

forces a large number of servers to participate within the dissemination tree. Prior overlay

multicast protocols focus on optimizing network performance for users which in actuality

incurs high ISP costs for deploying a multicast session. However there are several oppor-

tunities available for the CDN Request Routing algorithm to reduce ISP cost as well as

balance the network performance.

3.3 ROMaNProblem Formulation

In this section we formulate the user assignment problem with the objective of minimizing

ISP cost of deploying groups in CDN.
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The user assignment scheme, adopted by CDN, impacts (1) ISP cost of deploying

multicast groups (2) network performance of users and (3) scalability of multicast groups.

These performance metrics depend upon joining server for user. For instance marginal

ISP cost offered by joining server impacts ISP cost of group,the overall delay offered

by joining server impacts user delay and bandwidth availability of joining server impacts

scalability of multicast group. The user assignment schemeredirects each new user request

for a multicast session to a dedicated server, i.e. the joining server, and therefore impacts

the aforementioned performance metrics.

The user assignment problem stated formally is: Given (1) ISP charging function ci

and available bandwidth Bi of all the K servers deployed in CDN and (2) N number of

interested users in the multicast group where each user consumes bandwidthb. Find the

user assignment ui for each server SRVi which minimizes the ISP cost of facilitating the

multicast group
∑K

i=1 ci(ui · b) under the following constraints (1) all users are assigned
∑K

i=1 ui = N and (2) bandwidth constraint at each server is metui · b ≤ Bi.

3.3.1 Offline Dynamic Programming Solution

The user assignment problem can be solved using the dynamic programming approach

since the optimal solution to distribute N users amongst K servers contains within it the

optimal solution to the sub-problem of distributing n usersamongst k servers where n≤N

and k≤K. Let cost(n, k) be the optimal cost for allocating n users amongst k servers.

cost(n, k) =































c1(n.b) k = 1, B1 ≥ n · b

∞ k = 1, B1 < n · b

∞ k > 1,
∑k

i=1 Bi < n · b

min
0<i≤n

cost(n − i, k − 1) + ck(i · b) k > 1

We start by evaluating cost(n,1) where n=1,...,N which is the base case where no choice of

servers is available since k=1. Thereafter evaluating cost(n,2) where n=1,...,N considers
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the necessary sub-problems to figure out the cost optimal distribution of n users amongst

k=2 servers. Eventually evaluating cost(N,K) gives the optimized cost of deploying the

multicast group. Tracking the user distribution of the sub-problems allows us to find the

user distribution for cost(N,K), the solution to the user assignment problem. Any server

with ui 6= 0 serves as session server for the multicast group.

The runtime of the algorithm is O(K.N2) and the space complexity is O(K.N). The

algorithm looks at all the sub-problems in the space of O(K.N). In a multicast group N

changes rapidly since users are constantly trying to join and leave. Every increment, say

∆N, requires O(K·∆N) computation to evaluate the cost-optimal user assignment. There-

fore the dynamic programming approach is computationally expensive and too slow for

handling sudden change in multicast group membershipse.g.flash-crowd.

3.3.2 Online Greedy Heuristic

The online greedy heuristic exploits the concave nature of the ISP charging functions to

assign new user request tocheapest available server. The cheapest available server is

the one offering least marginal ISP cost and has available bandwidth to send another data

stream to end user. Servers can be comparatively cheaper depending upon their respec-

tive marginal ISP cost, which is a function of its ISP charging function and its immediate

bandwidth load. The ISP charging functions are known as partof the service level agree-

ment between CDN and ISPs. MetaCDN [49] adopted in commercial CDNs, describe the

collection and maintenance of immediate server loads for performing load balanced user

request redirection amongst servers.

The online solution greedily assigns users to the immediatecheapest available server.

The cheapest available sever for user assignment is dynamicdue to changes in immediate

bandwidth load of servers and various intersection points between ISP charging function

of servers. The ISP charging function intersect at a point where decision needs to be

made regarding which server is cheaper. Each pair of ISP charging functions intersects
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intersects uniquely. For example ISP charging functionsci(x) = αi − βi · ln x) · x and

cj(x) = (αj − βj · ln x) · x of SRVi and SRVj respectively, intersect uniquely atinti,j =

e
αi−αj

βi−βj . The cheaper server is evaluated by comparing the marginal ISP cost of severs at

the intersection point i.e. ci(inti,j) against cj(inti,j). The cheapest available server can be

assigned users until its immediate bandwidth load is less than the next intersection point.

The cheapest available server is dynamically updated as users are assigned for a mul-

ticast group. Initially the server list is ordered by the immediate marginal ISP cost of

servers. Given the K concave ISP charging functions associated with deployed servers the

maximum number of possible intersections are O(K2). Therefore for each server SRVi an

intersection list, inti, is maintained which captures the intersection point of ci with other

ISP charging functions. The following recursive algorithmis used to assign users for mul-

ticast group to the immediate cheapest available server, SRVi, which is updated with the

next cheaper server as intersection points are encountered.

assign(n, SRVi) =



































ui+ = n n < inti,j

ui+ = n − inti,j n > inti,jand

assign(n − inti,j , SRVj) c
′

i(inti,j) > c
′

j(inti,j)

ui+ = Bi/b n > Bi/b

assign(n − Bi/b, SRVi+1)

The root server starts by assigning users to the SRV1 and gradually exhausts the list.

The runtime of the above algorithm is O(K2) for sorting the initial list of servers with

respect to their marginal ISP cost and the space complexity is O(K3) for maintaining the

inti,j list for every server. Thereafter the cost to assign any number of users is O(1) which

is suitable for multicast group dynamics. The online greedyheuristic reduces runtime

complexity significantly to be able to handle sudden change in group membership, but

does not always produce the optimal cost-efficient user assignment.
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3.3.3 Online Greedy Heuristic with Delay Constraint

The user assignment problem focuses only upon ISP cost whichcan negatively impact the

network performance of users. Therefore we introduce the notion of delay constraint to

the user assignment problem. The network performance of users and ISP cost of deploying

multicast group in CDN are orthogonal metrics of performancethat cannot be optimized

simultaneously. However user assignment scheme impacts both performance metrics as

mentioned earlier.

In order to account for user delay while trying to minimize ISP cost we supplement

the user assignment problem with the delay constraints as follows: for each user Ui as-

signed to SRVX such that SRVX is one of the top Mth nearest available server. We have

found the best trade-off between ISP cost and network performance of users is achieved

when user is assigned to one of its top 10 nearest available servers. Thedelay-compliant

cheapest-availablescheme initially evaluates the top M nearest-available servers for any

given user. Thereafter the user is assigned to the cheapest-available server amongst the top

M delay-compliant servers by comparing their respective marginal ISP cost as described

in Section3.3.2.

3.4 ROMaNProtocol

In this section we presentROMaN protocol which incorporates the various user assign-

ment schemes presented in Section3.3 to assign users to servers. The servers hosting the

multicast group organize themselves into an overlay tree, in accordance with theROMaN

protocol, to forward content from root to users.

3.4.1 ROMaNwith User Assignment Schemes

ROMaNprotocol computestarget user assignmentfor servers which ensures the ISP cost

efficiency of the multicast group. The Offline Dynamic Programming solution with the
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Figure 3.2: Multicast session servers regularly forward total count of users (△c,i) equal to
assigned and excess users (△e,i) towards root. User deficiency at non-leaf servers satisfied
by absorbing users within the sub-tree using the Progressive User Movement Scheme

overall user membership N computes the optimal user assignment which minimizes the

ISP cost of the group. The Online Greedy heuristic solution with the overall group mem-

bership N computes user assignment which reduces the ISP cost of the group. CDN can

decide which solution to use with theROMaN protocol, depending upon the duration

of the multicast group. Furthermore with both the solutionstarget user assignment can

be computed either with an estimate of overall group membership N or with γ·N where

γ ≥1 which will pre-compute the user assignment for new users. In order to assist with

the estimation of N, periodic user membership reports are forwarded from child to parent

server containing△C,i the cumulative number of users in the sub tree at SRVi. These user

membership reports circulate bottom-up from loaf to root thereby providing the root with

periodic estimates of the overall group membership N. For instance in Figure3.2, server

C reports 2 users and server D reports 4 users to their parent server B with 5 users which

in-turn reports 11 users in its sub-tree to the root.
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3.4.2 ROMaNUser Join and Leave Protocol

During the lifetime of a multicast group, users join and leave which needs to be handled

by overlay multicast protocols. The duration of user interest in a multicast group varies.

Recent studies [85] conducted over live streaming workloads from large content dissem-

ination networks such as Akamai [17] report the existence of casual surfers, who briefly

join the group, and serious viewers, who join the group for long duration. The servers pri-

marily serving the surfers are more susceptible to evictionduring the lifetime of a multicast

group. The disruption caused by the eviction of these servers can be prevalent if they be-

long to the non-leaf part of the data delivery tree. A desirable property for an overlay tree

is to have minimum disruption even in the face of group membership change. We propose

ROMaN user join and leave protocol that ensures ISP cost efficiencyof the group while

minimizing change to the dissemination tree due to any changes in group membership.

ROMaNprotocol treats root server, source for the multicast group, as the rendezvous

point where user join requests are redirected to the joiningserver. Initially all the users

are treated as surfers and therefore the root server re-routes the user join request to the leaf

server SRVI with the least amount of excess users△E,I . The excess users,△E,I , is defined

as the extra users over the target user assignment being serviced by a server. Each server

maintains the aggregate excess user membership for all the leaf servers in its sub-tree. The

user membership is aggregated bottom-up and exchanged at regular intervals. For instance

in Figure3.2, server C reports 1 excess users and server D reports 3 excessusers to their

parent server B who having no excess users in-turn reports 4 excess users in its sub-tree to

the root.

The root server computes target user assignment for each server from the membership

reports to maintain ISP cost efficiency of the group. For simulation, membership reports

are collected periodically at an interval of 5% of the session duration. The number of

membership reports generated in each interval depend upon the number of participating

session servers.
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Algorithm 1 Pseudo-code for SRVX to satisfy deficiency of users
Progressive User Movement
△e(X) local deficiency of users at SRVX

△E(X) cumulative excess users in sub tree ofSRVX

if △E(X) ≥ △e(X) then
// Local deficiency covered by excess users in sub-tree
Extract users from child servers depending upon△E(child)
△E(X) = △E(X) −△e(X)

else
if △E(X) ≥ 0 then

// sub-tree has some excess users
Extract users from child servers depending upon△E(child)
△E(X) = △E(X) −△e(X)
Split remaining△e(X) equally amongst child servers

else
Split △E(X) equally amongst child servers

end if
end if

The leaf servers are sources of excess users whereas non-leaf servers are sinks where

a deficiency of users is caused by user leave operations. Any deficiency of users caused at

non-leaf server is satisfied by transferring users from the sub tree rooted at that server. The

user deficient server uses the excess user membership and cumulative user membership

information of its sub-tree to split the needed user requests between its child servers as

described in the Algorithm1 pseudo-code for Progressive User Movement Scheme.

Initially the user deficient server tries to absorb the excess users available at the leaf

servers in its sub-tree and thereafter splits the remaininguser requests amongst all its child

servers. All the user movement is implemented in a distributed fashion through local in-

teractions between parent and child servers. The user movement is triggered at non leaf

servers but eventually ripples its way towards the leaf servers in the sub tree as shown in

the Figure3.2. Each server maintains the local users served by it in a FIFO list to ensure

that users with maximum interest duration, i.e. local viewers, are given preference when

it comes to user transfer requests towards the parent server. Such progressive movement
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of potential viewers towards the root server improves theirnetwork performance. Fur-

thermore the above scheme only leaves leaf servers with any deficiency of users if at all.

Therefore at any given time in the group duration only leaf servers are candidate for evic-

tion in case they don’t support any users. The leaf servers not serving any users inform

the root server of their leaving after a grace period. The root server de-commissions all

such leaf servers which no longer support any users. Evicting or adding only leaf servers

at a time minimizes the disruption to the overlay tree causedby any kind of change in user

membership.

3.4.3 ROMaNServer Join and Leave Protocol

The root server upon finding the leaf servers to be near saturation point pertaining to a

threshold value (=δ· Bi whereδ ≤1) commissions the next cheapest available server. The

cheapest available server, figured by the Online Greedy heuristic, joins the dissemination

tree following the HMTP [90] join protocol. The joining server begins by trying to join

underneath the root server directly. Depending upon the available bandwidth root server

either allows the join or directs the joining server to its child servers. In case the join is

unsuccessful at root server the joining server retries the join at the nearest child server of

the root. The joining server keeps repeating the above process in search of a parent server

with available bandwidth which is closest to it. The root server supplies an initial target

user assignment to the newly added server which is updated regularly as needed.

3.5 Evaluation

In this section we compareROMaN protocol with proposed user assignment schemes

against state-of-artOMNI [42] and AMCast [81] protocols with both the nearest and

nearest-available server, user assignment schemes over various performance metrics

through detailed simulation experiments.
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In CDN servers are strategically deployed within ISP networks to get closer to end

users. To simulate CDN, AS-level topological map [2] is used where servers and users are

deployed within individual ASes. We devise a specific serverinfrastructure scenario where

servers are deployed in the top AS locations of mostly Tier-1and Tier-2 ISP networks

with maximum degree. The ISP charging functions for the various servers is generated

by randomly assigning parameters to the generic ISP charging function while maintaining

concavity. Since the ISP charging functions are simulated the ISP cost savings are not

exact, however the general trend of the results and the reasoning behind those results is

applicable for any realistic server infrastructure scenario.

3.5.1 Offline Optimal -vs- Online Heuristic User AssignmentScheme

The Offline Dynamic Programming solution produces the optimal user assignment which

minimizes the ISP cost of deploying multicast groups in CDN asshown in Figure3.3

and Figure3.4 for multicast group sizes of upto 30K users. In Figure3.3 each server is

assigned the same ISP charging function whereas in Figure3.4 each server is assigned

a different ISP charging function. When ISP charging functions are same, both offline
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optimal and online heuristic produce similar user assignment which involves saturating

one server at a time. In Figure3.3 the ISP charging functions are different and offline

optimal by considering all the necessary sub-problems is able to produce more ISP cost-

efficient user assignment. However the online greedy heuristic produces user assignment

where the overall ISP cost difference from the optimal solution is almost negligible. Both

offline optimal and online heuristic are able to significantly reduce ISP cost of deploying

groups when compared to nearest-available user assignmentscheme.

3.5.2 ISP Cost Saving

ISP cost is an important metric which directly affects the overall profit margins. Figure3.5

compares the ISP cost of deploying groups increasing in sizeby overlay multicast proto-

cols, with servers being present within an individual ISP. Each server is assigned the same

ISP charging function and fixed bandwidth. Users are evenly distributed underneath the

servers to avoid the impact of spatial properties, such as clustering in user locality, upon

the performance of overlay multicast protocols. ISP cost ofgroup depends upon the traffic

volume at server sites which is dominated by the bandwidth consumed to support users.
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OMNI andAMCastwith nearest-available scheme are unable to influence ISP cost by ty-

ing the bandwidth consumption in supporting users to user locality. Since users are evenly

distributed, each server is forced to contribute towards the overall ISP cost of group. And

as group size increases the ISP cost grows logarithmically similar to the nature of the un-

derlying charging functions at each server. In comparisonROMaNwith cheapest-available

scheme maintains a linear increase in ISP cost as it saturates linearly increasing number of

servers. Since each server is associated with the same ISP charging function it is cheaper

to saturate a server before assigning users to other unused servers.

Figure3.6 compares the ISP cost when servers are deployed in differentISPs. Indi-

vidual ISPs can assign different charging functions to the servers depending upon factors

which are beyond the scope of this dissertation. To simulatethe above fact servers are

assigned ISP charging functions generated by randomly choosing parameters such that

concavity is maintained. ForOMNI andAMCastwith nearest-available scheme, ISP cost

grows logarithmically as before due to the inability to influence user assignment to servers.

HoweverROMaNwith cheapest-available scheme shows super-linear rise inISP cost since

initially user assignment is made to cheap servers but as group size increases progressively

costly servers are eventually needed to facilitate the group. In either scenario cheapest-

available scheme outperforms nearest-available scheme when comparing ISP cost of de-

ploying a group.The cheapest-available user assignment scheme presents the potential to

reduce ISP cost if included in the Request Routing Mechanism [79] of CDNs to do user

assignment for servers deployed within an individual ISP orseveral ISPs.

In Figure 3.5 and3.6, for small group sizes the difference in ISP cost between the

user assignment schemes is significant but as group size increases the difference gradu-

ally decreases. The amount of optimization in ISP cost by cheapest-available scheme is

dependent upon the available bandwidth at the server sites.Initially servers have more

available bandwidth thereby presenting cheapest-available scheme with better opportuni-

ties to optimize ISP cost as reflected in the case for small group sizes. But as servers reach
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scheme unable to handle clustering
which causes user drop

near saturation point due to facilitating groups of increasing size, less room is available to

cheapest-available scheme for optimizing ISP cost as reflected in the case for larger group

sizes. As a matter of fact near saturation point the difference between user assignment of

cheapest-available and nearest-available is minimal due to which difference in ISP cost is

minimal.

3.5.3 Scalability of Overlay Multicast protocols

Scalability of an overlay multicast protocol is the abilityto handle spatial properties such

as clustering and diversity in user locality, as reported byGroup Membership studies [85],

without dropping users. In order to simulate spatial properties users are distributed under-

neath server locations following Zipf-distribution. Zipf-distribution allows some users to

be clustered and remaining spread to capture diversity as shown in Figure3.7. Servers are

allocated fixed bandwidth, enough to support an even user distribution, in order to capture

how overlay multicast protocols handle spatial properties.

Figure3.8 compares user drop rate when groups increasing in size are deployed with

ROMaN implementing the cheapest-available server join scheme and OMNI andAMCast
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Figure 3.9:ROMaNminimizes ISP cost and avoids user drop thereby maximizing revenue
generated

implementing both the nearest server and the nearest-available server join schemes. The

nearest server join scheme quickly saturates server locations where users are clustered

thereby forcing users to be dropped. As group size increasesso does the effect of clus-

tering which results in a near linear rise in user drop rate. Interestingly due to diversity

all deployed servers are involved in dissemination with bandwidth to spare but the static

nature of the nearest server join scheme is unable to allocate dropped users to these other

unused servers. Both the nearest-available and cheapest-available server join schemes

avoid dropping users by allowing dynamic assignment of users to unused servers.

Figure3.9compares the profit margins from deploying above mentioned groups with

each user generating fixed revenue. Profit margin of a group depends upon number of

users being serviced and the ISP cost. By dropping users, revenue is lost due to which

nearest server join scheme overall generates least profit margins. The nearest-available

server join scheme produce next best profit margins by avoiding drop in users but the ISP

cost remains unchecked.ROMaNthrough cheapest available server join scheme produces

maximum profit by optimizing ISP cost and avoiding any user drop.
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3.5.4 User Delay Performance during session duration

User delay performance is another key metric which affects the usability of any overlay

multicast protocol. We compare the user delay performance of ROMaN with cheapest-

available andOMNI with nearest-available user assignment schemes. Latency between

the servers and users is the unicast path latency between theconnected ASes where those

servers and users are deployed. Inter AS-links [2] are assigned random delay values within

a certain range and thereafter the shortest path latency is computed for each AS pair which

varies between 150ms and 500ms. The latency map captures delay between the servers

and users is this shortest inter-AS path delay. For this experiment, there are 30K users

distributed amongst the AS locations where 100 servers are deployed.

Figure3.10compares the average delay of users between overlay multicast protocols

using different server join schemes.ROMaN(even) andOMNI (Nearest server join) cor-

respond to the case where users are evenly distributed andROMaN (Zipf) and OMNI

(Nearest-Available server join) correspond to the case where users are distributed using

Zipf distribution. Servers are allocated fixed tree and usersupport bandwidth in order to

avoid their impact upon user delay performance, which we study in Section3.5.4. In order
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to simulate change in group membership users are randomly chosen to join during the join

phase and thereafter leave during the leave phase. Snapshots of the average delay of users

in the system is taken whenever there is more than 5% change ingroup membership.

ROMaNin both the cases presents nearly 50% improvement in user delay performance

when compared toOMNI. The user delay can be split into two parts: (1) last-hop delay

and (2) overlay tree delay. Overlay tree delay is definitely the dominant one and is de-

pendent upon the number of overlay hops from root to destination. ROMaN is able to

concentrate user assignment amongst fewer servers to exploit the concave nature of ISP

charging functions.ROMaN, as shown in Figure3.11is able to reduce overlay hops which

in-turn improves overlay tree delay.OMNI optimizes delay for any given user distribution

underneath the participating session servers. However diversity in user locality and the

nearest available scheme together causes unnecessary increase in size of the overlay tree.

ThereforeOMNI is optimizing delay on oversized overlays where the extra overlay hops

make the tree delay sub-optimal even though the last-hop delay is minimized. Furthermore

as users join and leave,ROMaNis able to dynamically adjust the overlay size which keeps

in check the overlay tree delay. But withOMNI the overlay size remains near constant

for most of the session duration since the overall user locality changes much slowly with

respect to the overall user membership.

Delay Performance of viewers

Viewers are defined as the top 5 percentile users with longestsession viewing duration.

The servers with fixed dimensioned bandwidth as before are deployed with even user dis-

tribution. Initially one-third of user population randomly join the multicast session form-

ing candidate viewers. Thereafter remaining users are randomly chosen to join session

at regular intervals as candidate surfers and at the same time users are randomly chosen

to leave session. The scenario simulates change in user membership at random server

locations in order to demonstrate how overlay multicast protocols handle it.
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Figure 3.12: ROMaN limits surfers to
leaf servers and provide near-constant
delay performance to all users
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Figure 3.13:ROMaN constantly moves
potential viewers towards root to provide
improved delay performance to viewers

Figure 3.12 presents the average delay experienced by all users during the session

duration. The user delay is influenced by the way protocols handle change in user mem-

bership. InOMNI user delay keeps fluctuating while inROMaN it remains near constant.

OMNI proposes local tree transformations where servers switch positions within the tree

to handle the change. Each server is associated with a weightcapturing the users it is

servicing. Change in user membership causes these weights toshift which triggers the

appropriate tree transformation. Surfers, the main cause of such change, are distributed

everywhere due to the nearest server join scheme thereby causing the weights underneath

every server to change. Depending upon the joining and leaving behavior of surfers these

weights could potentially change both frequently and constantly. Finally the local tree

transformations triggered by these changing weights is theunderlying cause of fluctuation

in user delay.ROMaNdue to progressive user movement avoids such fluctuations bylim-

iting surfers to the leaf level. Moreover any change to the tree is limited to the leaf i.e.

session servers are added and/or removed on-demand but onlyat the leaf level leaving the

entire tree unaffected.

Figure3.13presents the average delay experienced by viewers during the session du-

ration. As before inOMNI the viewer delay keeps fluctuating whereas inROMaNdelay
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Bandwidth reduces depth of overlay tree
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Bandwidth reduces overlay tree size

not only remains near constant but gradually decreases.OMNI forces local tree transfor-

mations between servers without considering the kind of users they service due to which

delay for viewers keeps fluctuating. InROMaN progressive user movement allows only

potential viewers to move closer towards the root as users leave from non-leaf session

servers resulting in a gradual improvement in their networkperformance.

Effect of Bandwidth Dimensioning on user delay performance

The bandwidth of each server is useful to (1) service users, referred to as user support

bandwidth and (2) participate in dissemination tree, referred to as tree support bandwidth.

OMNI andAMCastare only concerned with the efficient usage of tree support bandwidth.

The users are expected to self-organize themselves underneath the servers through either

ESM protocol [47, 59, 45, 53, 71, 60] or P2Pprotocol [76, 95, 44] solutions. Current

streaming applications expect users to be serviced directly by servers which makes it im-

portant to efficiently use both user and tree support bandwidth. As it turns out both factors

affect the delay performance of users in different ways.

Figure3.14compares the average delay of users when user support bandwidth is fixed

and tree support bandwidth is varied with users being evenlydistributed. Tree support
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bandwidth affects the number of children a non-leaf node canhave in the overlay tree

which in-turn impacts the depth of the tree. For e.g. given a K-ary tree with k>2 has

smaller depth as compared to a binary tree of the same size. InOMNI increasing tree sup-

port bandwidth has greater impact upon the depth of the oversize overlays which causes

user delay to improve drastically. In comparison forROMaN the change in user delay is

less significant since the overlay size is much smaller whichreduces the effect of increas-

ing tree support bandwidth.

Figure3.15compares the average user delay when tree support bandwidthis fixed and

user support bandwidth is varied. Increasing user support bandwidth allows more users to

be assigned to a server.ROMaN is able to exploit the above fact and reduce the size of the

overlay thereby improving the delay for users. In comparison OMNI remains unaffected

by the increase in user support bandwidth since the overlay size, which is dependent upon

user locality, remains unchanged.

In prior work [65, 83] bandwidth dimensioning problem deals with the overall assign-

ment of bandwidth to servers so as to meet the group demands. As far as we know this

effect of bandwidth dimensioning upon user delay experience has not been reported in

any of the earlier studies. The ratio between tree support and user support bandwidth is a

tuning factor that is dependent upon the requirements of applications.

3.5.5 ROMaNUser Assignment -vs- Nearest Available Scheme

In order to provide more realistic comparison of the user assignment schemes, we construct

a more accurate latency map capturing the delay between the servers and users. We use

more accurate delay information of inter-AS links between the Points of Presence (PoPs)

of various ASes from iPlane [68]. We use publicly available BGP routing tables from

Route Views [1] and infer the type of BGP policy compliant path taken betweenany pair

of ASes using Gao’s [54] algorithm. So the servers and users deployed in various AS

locations send data traffic over the BGP policy compliant pathconnecting the ASes where
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they are deployed. Therefore the delay between the servers and users corresponds to the

BGP policy compliant path delay which is constructed from theinter-AS link delays.

The user assignment schemes when compared on ISP cost and network performance

metrics show the cost-performance trade-off when deploying multicast groups of increas-

ing size.ROMaNwith online greedy heuristic (i.e.cheapest available server) produces the

lowest ISP cost as seen in Figure3.16but sacrifices on the network performance of users

as seen in Figure3.18. We compare the performance metrics for two separate parame-

ters ofROMaNwith delay-compliant cheapest-available servers (ROMaNGreedy with 5

nearest-available andROMaN Greedy with 10 nearest-available).ROMaN with delay-

compliant cheapest-available servers is able to significantly improve the network perfor-

mance of users as more nearest-available servers are allowed to be delay compliant but at

the expense of loosing some of the ISP cost savings ofROMaN with cheapest-available

server scheme.

The cost-performance trade-off is caused by the latency mapbeing used by the user

assignment schemes. In this latency map, the server to user delays are skewed,i.e., certain

servers are more central and therefore close to a lot of users. In effect this means certain
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servers appear on the top Mth nearest available server list for many users. Therefore the

delay-compliant cheapest-available scheme is able to assign users to nearby central servers

and exploit the concave nature of their charging functions to reduce the overall ISP cost

of deploying multicast group. The globally cheapest-available server is amongst the top

Mth nearest-available server for some users but as this is not always the case the network

performance of users suffer. The nearest-available schemeproduces high ISP cost since

the nearest available server is different for each user and therefore the scheme is unable

to exploit the concave nature of the ISP charging functions.OMNI with nearest-available

scheme produces worse network performance due to the large size of the overlay as shown

in Figure3.18.

3.5.6 Rejection Rates

Rejection rate is the maximum number of groups possible within CDN given the band-

width allocations of servers. The rejection rate is evaluated by deploying the same group

again and again in order to create localized bottlenecks.OMNI faces a rejection rate of

1:19 i.e. a group is rejected due to unavailability of resources after deploying 19 groups
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similarly for AMCast it is 1:336 and finally forROMaN it is 1:998. Rejection rate is

dependent upon the manner in which overlay multicast protocols consume tree support

bandwidth for deploying groups. Consider the scenario in Figure 3.19 where the same

groups are organized using different overlay multicast protocols. In the case ofOMNI and

AMCast, the oversize overlays for Gx and Gy need extra overlay edges which in-turn forces

unnecessary consumption of tree support bandwidth.ROMaN by focusing user assign-

ment on smaller overlay size avoids the extraneous bandwidth consumption. As a result

with OMNI andAMCast the overall tree support bandwidth available in the system ex-

hausts faster when compared toROMaNcausing future groups to be rejected.OMNI fur-

thermore exhausts bandwidth of root and nearby servers to minimize delay which in-turn

makes them bottlenecks for future groups resulting in such low rejection rates.AMCast

improves rejection rate by a balanced bandwidth allocationscheme for each group but the

extra overlay edges eventually limit the number of possiblegroups. OnlyROMaNthrough

efficient usage of tree support bandwidth is able to facilitate so many groups.

3.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, we presented cheapest-available scheme that minimizes the ISP cost of

deploying groups. With ROMaN protocol the overlay size is reduced, which is able to

provide better network performance to end users. But in orderto balance the trade-off be-

tween last-hop delay and ISP cost as well, we propose delay-compliant cheapest-available

scheme. The delay-compliant scheme is able to recover most of the ISP cost savings of

cheapest-available scheme while constraining the last-hop delay of end users.

Decoupling user locality from assignment of user requests to servers provides the op-

portunity to control ISP cost of deploying multicast groupson CDN. By optimizing ISP

cost and avoiding any user dropROMaNprotocol is able to provide higher profit margins

for CDN. By considering more dynamic user assignment schemesROMaNprotocol along

with prior overlay multicast protocols can handle any kind of skew in the user population.
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The progressive user movement scheme allowsROMaN protocol to provide a stable

network performance to its end users. Distinguishing userson the basis of duration of

interests allowsROMaN to reward viewers with performance benefits and limit the dis-

ruptive behavior of surfers. Treating users separately upon the basis of interest duration

is something which hasn’t been considered by any previous work as far as we know. We

have conducted experiments under realistic user distribution settings as reported by pre-

vious studies.ROMaNprotocol performs well across a range of user distribution settings

under realistic inter-AS delay settings and continues to present improved revenue results

for the overall system and better overall network performance for the users.
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CHAPTER 4

CDN REQUEST ROUTING TO REDUCE CHARGING VOLUME

4.1 Introduction

Content Delivery Networks (CDN) pay the ISPs for the traffic generated at the server sites

to service user requests. The servers generate traffic for the users that is carried by the

ISPs for which CDN has to pay. ISPs use common Percentile-based charging models to

compute the charging volume over the traffic generated by servers in a charging period.

ISPs compute their charging bill by using a charging function that translates the charging

volume into monetary cost. Therefore the charging volume ofCDN servers control the

overall operational cost.

Traditional Request Routing algorithm gives preference to improving application per-

formance metrics such as user network performance [50], server load [49] and system

throughput [87]. These Request Routing algorithms improve application performance but

in the process incur significant ISP cost. In previous chapter 3, the Request Routing al-

gorithm reduced ISP cost by exploiting the nature of the ISP charging functions. In this

chapter, we explore ways to reduce the overall charging volume of CDN servers, given the

Percentile-based charging adopted by ISPs, to reduce ISP cost.

CDN traffic management cannot simultaneously optimize application performance for

users and ISP cost. Prior research work have presented solutions that optimize one met-

ric and treat the other metric as a constraint. These solutions have been presented in the

context of different, but closely related, networking problems. GFA [56] smart routing al-

gorithms distribute traffic over multiple provider links ofmulti-homed network to optimize

network performance under cost constraints. Entact [91] proposes to distribute traffic over

hundreds of provider and peer links outgoing from the data centers of an online service
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provider network by exploring the entire performance-costtrade-off curve and allowing

operator to pick the desirable point on the curve. Both GFA andEntact engineer traffic

over connected out-going links. For CDN, each server is a logical link where user traffic

requests are redirected and therefore both GFA and Entact solutions can be applicable.

Several characteristics of CDN makes these prior solutions anon-starter for optimizing

ISP cost and network performance through careful management of CDN traffic. CDN

manage a geographically distributed server infrastructure with server presence in various

ISPs. In contrast, GFA performs TE for local provider links of a multi-homed network

and Entact performs TE for data centers that are globally distributed but hardly as diverse

as CDN infrastructure. CDN expect user requests to be geographically distributed and

therefore deploy servers in ISPs where requests originate to improve performance [67].

In contrast, GFA manages traffic for multi-homed customer network where the source for

traffic requests is local and Entact manages traffic for data centers where traffic requests

are distributed but offer higher delay due to end-to-end distance between server and user.

The architectural richness of CDN allows for any user destination prefix to be redi-

rected to multiple server choices deployed in different ISPs. The Request Routing algo-

rithm needs to consider the associated ISP cost and network performance trade-offs for

different choices of user to server assignment. For instance, a server can be cheap due

to its associated ISP charging function or due to its immediate charging volume but offer

a worse network delay for users. The size of a CDN magnifies the number of choices

available thereby making prior solutions unscalable. The number of servers deployed for

a medium to large scale CDN ranges in thousands [50, 70], which is three orders of mag-

nitude more than provider links of multi-homed networks andtwo orders of magnitude

more than the number of external links for online service provider networks.

The Request Routing algorithm can reduce ISP cost for CDN by reducing the charging

volume of servers after taking into account the specific ISP charging model. When ISP

charges at 95th percentile, it does not charge for the trafficin the top 5 percent charg-
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ing intervals, which we refer to as available burst intervals. We propose various greedy

heuristics to use the available burst intervals to reduce the charging volume. The ISPs can

change the specifics of their charging model i.e. switch to total-volume based charging to

eliminate any available burst intervals for servers. But it seems unlikely as large CDNs

have the negotiating leverage with more traffic and globallydistributed and diverse server

presence. In case an ISP changes its charging model, CDN can re-route its traffic through

servers in another ISP.

First, the server bandwidth during its available burst interval can be used to absorb

the surge in user traffic demand. For instance, say surge of traffic demand from same

users occurs for 10% of charging intervals that is to be supported by two servers having

no bandwidth constraints, which are being charged at 95th percentile. Consider a simple

scheme where the user requests are assigned to the first server for 5% of charging intervals

and then to second server for remaining 5% of the charging intervals, which allows the

surge traffic demand to be absorbed in the top 5 percentile charging intervals of servers

and CDN avoids paying for it.

Second, the server bandwidth during its available burst interval can also be used to

absorb regular traffic demand. For instance, say there are 20servers being charged at

95th percentile then the total number of available burst interval equals the total number

of charging intervals. Therefore in every charging interval there is a server with available

burst interval that can absorb the regular traffic demand.

We devise a novel Request Routing algorithm, calledNetReq, which combines these

greedy heuristics to reduce the charging volume of CDN servers that directly reduces ISP

cost, while maintaining good network performance for users. NetReqcomputes traffic

volume assignment at servers to reduce charging volume thatreduces ISP cost and enforces

it through bandwidth capacity constraints.NetReqassigns user requests with preference

for application performance without violating bandwidth constraints that reduce charging

volume and ISP cost.
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Figure 4.1: Content Delivery Network with users being assigned to Edge Severs

In evaluation, we use simulations to compareNetReqagainst nearest-available scheme

that is commercially adopted in many CDNs [50, 70]. NetReqreduces the sum of charg-

ing volume of CDN servers, which in turn translates into reduction in ISP cost.NetReq

presents comparable network performance for end users requesting streaming content, fa-

cilitated through an overlay multicast tree over the CDN server infrastructure. In com-

parison with nearest-available scheme,NetReqmarginally increases network delay when

users are requesting popular content that is available at every server.

4.2 Motivating Examples exploiting ISP Charging Model

We motivate the need to optimize ISP cost by showing that optimizing for network perfor-

mance alone can result in significantly higher ISP cost for CDNs. Since ISPs mostly use

percentile-based charging model to compute charging volume of servers, we use a simple

example with this model to show the impact of various Request Routing algorithms on ISP

cost.
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Consider the scenario in Figure4.1 where the CDN infrastructure is composed of K

servers deployed in K different ISPs and there exists a user in each ISP. The traffic demand

is such that in each charging interval only a single user requests content. The nearest-

available scheme will assign the user request to the server present within the same ISP

which will cause the charging volume of each server to be one and thereby causing the

overall charging volume to beK · 1. Another approach is to assign user request in every

charging interval to a select set of k servers (wherek ≤ K) that are closest to users, which

will reduce the overall charging volume tok · 1. Notice in above approach when k is set

to one the charging volume is reduced to one. In yet another approach, with sayK ≥ 20,

the user requests can be assigned to one server for 5% of the intervals and then to another

server for the next 5% of the intervals and so on, to reduce theoverall charging volume

to zero. In this chapter we generalize these ideas to reduce the charging volume of CDN

servers that in-turn reduces the overall ISP cost for CDN.

4.3 NetReqProblem Formulation

In this section we present theNetRequser assignment problem formulation along with

an overview of theNetReqRequest-Routing mechanism. We introduce the notation in

Table4.1and formally state the problem. Find the traffic volume assignment t[i]k for every

server to

minimize ISP cost
K

∑

k=1

ck(pk) for CDN (4.1)

s.t. v[i] =
K

∑

k=1

t
[i]
k ∀ intervals i (4.2)

t
[i]
k ≤ B ∀ SRVk ∀ intervals i (4.3)
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Table 4.1: Notation for User Assignment Problem Formulation
K Servers deployed in various ISPs with available

bandwidth B. We use k as the server index.
I Time intervals in a charging period.

We use i as the interval index.
ck ISP Charging function for SRVk.
qk ISP Charging percentile for SRVk

e.g. qk = 0.95 when ISP charges at 95th-percentile.
fk Available burst intervals for SRVk = (1 − qk) · I

u[i]
j Bandwidth consumed by user uj in interval i.

We use j as the user index.

v[i] User Traffic Demand in interval i =
∑

j u
[i]
j

Time series V ={v[i] | 1 ≤ i ≤ I}.

u[i]
j,k Captures assignment of user uj to SRVk in interval i.

t[i]k Traffic volume assigned to SRVk in interval i
=

∑

j u
[i]
j,k · u

[i]
j . Time series Tk = {t

[i]
k | 1 ≤ i ≤ I}

qt(X, q) The⌈q· | X |⌉ -th value in Xsorted (or 0 if q≤ 0),
where Xsortedis X sorted in non-decreasing order,
and|X| is the number of elements in X.

pk Charging volume of SRVk, (i.e. pk = qt(Tk, qk)).
For example, if qk = 0.95, then pk = qt(Tk, 0.95)

Vo Sum of charging volumes of the servers
∑

k pk.

Sum of Charging Volume of Servers: The sum of charging volume of servers,
∑

k pk,

controls the ISP cost of carrying a given user traffic demand by the servers. It is based

on the observation that the ISP cost has a monotonicity property with respect to the sum

of charging volumes. This monotonicity property suggests that to minimize the ISP cost
∑K

k=1 ck(pk), we need to minimize the sum of charging volumesVo =
∑K

k=1 pk. Therefore

NetReqfocuses on reducing the sum of charging volume of servers to directly reduce the

ISP cost.
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4.4 NetReqCharging Volume of Servers

We present techniques to reduce sum of charging volumes using available burst intervals

of servers. We present both offline and online algorithms that combine these techniques

to reduce sum of charging volumes of servers and in the process we compute the charging

volume of individual servers.

4.4.1 Techniques to Reduce Sum of Charging Volumes

NetReqreduces the sum of charging volumes by distributing traffic amongst the available

burst intervals of servers. The available burst intervals of a server are thefk = (1− qk) · I

charging intervals for which ISP does not charge, e.g., whenISP uses 95th percentile traffic

as charging volume then there arefk = 5% · I such charging intervals where traffic can be

burst without incurring any charges. We present separate techniques which take advantage

of the available burst intervals to reduce the sum of charging volumes: (1) Absorbing Peak

Traffic Demand and (2) Rotating Traffic Demand.

Absorbing Peak Traffic Demand

CDN can reduce its ISP cost for serving unexpected surge in traffic demand for popular

content by using available burst intervals of servers. The server bandwidth during its

available burst interval can be used to absorb the surge in traffic demand during those

intervals. The technique of Absorption of Peak Traffic Demand is equating the surge in

traffic demand during given intervals with the server bandwidth during their available burst

intervals.

The sum of charging volumes,Vo = qt(V, 1 − m), is minimized when m, the number

of charging intervals for which traffic demand can be absorbed by available burst intervals,

is maximized. The value of m depends upon the total number of available burst intervals

and the available bandwidth of servers in those intervals. Consider the case when there
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exists no bandwidth constraints on servers, then m is maximized toF =
∑

k fk. So a

CDN with 5 servers being charged at 95th percentile traffic volume can reduce its Vo to

75th percentile of traffic demand. This happens because eachserver can absorb the entire

traffic demand during its available burst interval.

Algorithm 2 Absorption of Peak Traffic Demand
i = 1; assignable = false;
while assignable is false AND 1≤ i ≤ I do

Vest = v[i] {Vest is immediate estimate for Vo}
assignable = isTrafficAssignable(Vest)

end while
Vo = Vest

isTrafficAssignable(Vest)
for all v[j] in 1 ≤ j ≤ I s.t. v[j] > Vest do

pv[j] = v[j] - Vest {peak traffic volume to be absorbed}
ns[j] = ⌈pv[j]/B⌉ {No. of servers’ burst intervals needed}
if (decrement fk for ns[j] servers)fails

return false
end for
return true

We present absorption of peak traffic demand, in Algorithm2, that minimizes Vo where

server bandwidth capacity constraints do exist. Due to bandwidth capacity constraints

more servers, in effect more available burst intervals, areneeded to absorb surge in traffic

demand. The minimum value of Vo is searched iteratively inV = {v[i] | 1 ≤ i ≤ I}.

For any estimate of Vo, i.e. Vest = v[i], we check whether traffic is assignable for every

interval. During intervals withv[j] ≤ Vest there is no consumption of available burst

intervals of servers. But for intervals withv[j] > Vest, the available burst intervals of

ns[j] = ⌈pv[j]/B⌉ servers’ need to carry the peak traffic volume ofpv[j] = v[j] − Vest. The

least value of Vest for which traffic is assignable is the minimum value of Vo.
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Rotating Traffic Demand

CDN can reduce its ISP cost for serving regular traffic demand by using the available burst

interval of servers. Consider a set of 20 servers, each being charged at 95th percentile

traffic volume, then the total number of available burst intervals of these servers equals

the total number of charging intervals. In this special case, for every interval there exists

at least one server with burst interval whose bandwidth can be used to absorb regular

traffic demand. The technique of Rotating Traffic Demand is maximizing the absorption

of regular traffic demand by servers in every charging interval for which CDN does not

have to pay.

Rotating traffic demand maximizes the amount of traffic that can be absorbed in every

interval without increasing the charging volume of servers. Lets assume regular traffic

demand to beRTD ≃ v[i] in every interval i. A certain portion of RTD, lets say absorbed

traffic demand ATD, in every interval is carried by servers with available burst intervals.

Since total burst intervals of K serversF =
∑

k=1 fk ≥ I, multiple servers can contribute

towards ATD in every interval. The maximum number of serversthat can absorb RTD

in each interval is z =⌊F/I⌋. We dimension the server bandwidth to carry static traffic

volume during every other interval and during burst interval carry extra traffic contributing

towards ATD. So if the static traffic is x for each server, thenB−x is traffic from z servers

for ATD.

K · x + z · (B − x) = RTD (4.4)

x =
RTD − z · B

K − z
(4.5)

The sum of charging volume of servers, Vo is K · x and the charging volume of individual

servers, pk is x.
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4.4.2 NetReqServer Management

NetReqclassifies the K servers into peak and rotation server types based on the way their

respective available burst intervals are used to reduce thesum of charging volumes. The

available burst intervals of peak servers are used to absorbsurge in traffic demand for

intervals where user traffic demand is greater than the regular traffic demand. The total

available burst intervals of rotation servers are used to absorb as much of the regular traffic

demand in each interval as possible.

NetReqpre-computes the maximum number of rotation servers from the condition that

the sum of their available burst intervals need to be a factorof the total number of charging

intervals. In case of 20 rotation servers, each being charged at 95th percentile traffic, the

total available burst interval is equal to total number of charging intervals which means

z=1 i.e. only a single server bandwidth can be used to absorb regular traffic demand in

an interval. NetReqclassifies S =⌊K/20⌋ · 20 servers as rotation servers allowing z =

⌊K/20⌋ server bandwidth to be used for absorbing regular traffic demand in each interval.

The remainingK − S servers are classified as peak servers to absorb the surge in traffic

demand as needed.

CDN deploys servers in AS locations where majority of user requests are expected i.e.

cover the hot-spot locations.NetReqattempts to assign both peak and rotation servers in

AS locations that are closer in terms of inter-AS delay. The user traffic requests will be

redirected to peak and rotation servers when their available burst interval is being con-

sumed to reduce charging volume. In case the peak and rotation server is distant to the

user it will increase the last-hop delay for user requests.

4.4.3 NetReqOffline Computation of Charging Volumes

NetReqOffline, presented in Algorithm3, combines both the techniques: (1) Absorbing

Peak Traffic Demand and (2) Rotating Traffic Demand to minimizethe sum of charging

volumes for any given user traffic demand.NetReqOffline iteratively searches for the
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minimum value of Vo within the search spaceV = {v[i] | 1 ≤ i ≤ I}, sorted in non-

decreasing order of v[i]. NetReqOffline considers each Vest, estimate of Vo, as regular

traffic demand to be absorbed by rotation servers. Any trafficdemand greater than Vest in

any interval is considered as surge to be absorbed by peak servers. In case traffic volume

is not assignable, Vest is increased to reduce traffic load on peak servers and also reduce

the number of intervals for which peak servers absorb surge traffic. But increasing Vest

increases traffic load on rotation servers which increases the charging volume of servers.

The minimum value of Vest for which traffic volume is assignable amongst the peak

and rotation servers is the minimum value of Vo. The charging volume for the rotation and

peak servers is computed based on the traffic assignment for the value of Vo. The runtime

of the algorithm is O(I2).

Algorithm 3 NetReqOffline computation of Vo
S =⌊K/20⌋ · 20 {Total No. of Rotation Servers}
z = ⌊F/I⌋ {z Servers to absorb RTD in every interval}
Offline V o computation
i=1; assignable = false;
while assignable is false AND 1≤i ≤ I do

RTD = v[i]

x = (RTD − z · B)/(K − z) {x Static Traffic Volume}
pk = x {Charging Volume of each Server}
∀ K-S peak servers, setfk = (1 − qk) · I
assignable = isTrafficAssignable(RTD)

end while
Vo = K · x

4.4.4 NetReqOnline Computation of Charging Volumes

NetReqOffline assumes the user traffic demand for each charging interval is known in

advance. However in practice user traffic demand for every charging interval is not known

in advance. In this section we presentNetReqOnline Algorithm4 to compute and maintain

reduced charging volume of servers for any given real-time change in user traffic demand.
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With change in user traffic demand we need to update Vo in order to maintain the

reduced charging volume. In case the immediate value of Vo is underestimated it will

cause the available burst intervals of servers to exhaust too early without being able to

absorb the traffic demand for all the charging intervals. This will force traffic demand in

those intervals to be part of the charging volume of servers,i.e., CDN will have to pay

ISP cost for it. We maintain a sliding window of length equal to the size of the charging

period, which is usually one-month, and after every single day’s worth of traffic demand

we update Vo and the charging volume for each server.

Algorithm 4 Online Vo calculation

burst[i] = server burst intervals used to support v[i]

Vo = v[j] {immediate minimum value of Vo}
burstavail = burst[1] {burst intervals consumed for v[1]}
burstneed = burst[I+1] {burst intervals consumed for v[I+1]}
Online Vo Computation
if burstavail < burstneed then

while assignable is false AND j+1leq i ≤ I+1 do
Vest = v[i]

∀ peak servers fk = (1 − qk) · I
assignable = isTrafficAssignable(Vest)

end while
Vo = Vest

end if

NetReqOnline processes the most recent day’s user traffic demand using the current

minimum value of Vo. ThereafterNetReqOnline checks whether Vo and charging volume

of servers needs to be updated due to the most recent day’s user traffic demand.NetReq

Online attempts to match the server burst intervals used to support the earliest day’s user

traffic demand, i.e. v[1], with the server burst intervals used to support the most recent day’s

user traffic demand, i.e. v[I+1]. In case more server burst intervals are needed to support

v[I+1] then Vo and charging volume of servers needs to be updated. Whenever the value of

Vo needs to be updated it is again searched iteratively usingNetReqOffline Algorithm.
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4.5 NetReqRequest Routing

In this section, we present theNetReqRequest Routing algorithm for web traffic and

multicast streaming applications.NetReqOffline and Online algorithms can be used to

compute the charging volume of servers that reduces the ISP cost of user traffic demand

being supported by CDN. As long as the traffic assignment by theRequest Routing algo-

rithm does not increase the charging volume of servers computed byNetReqalgorithm the

ISP cost will be reduced. TheNetReqRequest Routing algorithm takes advantage of the

above fact to improve network performance for users while reducing ISP cost for CDN.

4.5.1 Web Traffic Request Routing

NetReqRequest Routing algorithm redirects user requests to serverswith the condition

that user assignment does not impact the charging volume of servers. The charging vol-

ume, pk, for a server means that forqk · I intervals the server can carry traffic up to pk

volume and for remaining(1− qk) · I intervals the server can carry traffic up to maximum

B volume. NetReqsets bandwidth capacity constraints for each server in eachcharging

interval. NetReqRequest Routing redirects web traffic user requests to nearest-available

server with available bandwidth, which is computed over thebandwidth capacity con-

straint that reduces the charging volume of servers.

4.5.2 Multicast Traffic Request Routing

Overlay multicast protocols are involved in (1) assigning users to servers (2) organizing

participating servers of a multicast group into a dissemination tree to deliver content from

root to end users and (3) maintaining the overlay tree in the face of changing user mem-

bership. Overlay tree construction can be performed using any of the following protocols:

OMNI, HMTP, NICE and AMCast depending upon the particular objective function being

optimized.NetReqRequest Routing for multicast traffic deals with the issue of handling
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requests from surfers, for short session duration, and viewers, for extended duration, that

have been reported to be present in recent group membership studies [85, 58] conducted

over live streaming workload from large content providers such as Akamai.

Algorithm 5 User Assignment
pUser = new user request consuming b bandwidth
pUser.nearestSRV = Servers ordered by overall delay (overlay tree + last-hop delay)
for all pSRV∈ pUser.nearestSRVdo

User assignment preference:
(1) peak traffic (if pSRV is peak server)
(2) rotating traffic (if pSRV is rotation server)
(3) static traffic

end for

NetReqRequest Routing for multicast traffic, as presented in Algorithm5, treats every

new user join requests as surfer requests.NetReqredirects the surfer requests to nearest

peak servers which can send another stream of data to the userwithout violating its band-

width capacity constraint. But cases may emerge where eitherpeak servers are saturated or

during certain intervals there are no peak servers available for absorbing the user requests.

In such casesNetReqredirects the surfer requests to the nearest rotation server which can

again send data to the end user without violating its bandwidth capacity constraints. The

nearest server is determined by the overall delay, i.e., theoverlay tree delay and last-hop

delay for redirecting multicast traffic requests.

NetReqadopts a user movement strategy which handles changes in group membership

with the objective of maintaining the charging volumes for the servers. The user movement

to occur in the following scenarios: (i) user movement between rotation servers and (ii)

user movement from peak servers to rotation servers. The users on a server are moved

only when the available burst intervals of the server have been exhausted.

User movement is implemented in a distributed fashion through local interactions be-

tween servers which are physically close to each other. For every rotation served marked

for user movement we find a candidate server which is closest to the marked rotation server
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Algorithm 6 User Movement
DelayCompliantSRV = Top 5 SRV in pUser.nearestSRV
SRVx marked for user movement
Find SRVy nearest SRVx s.t. SRVy.treeDelay is minimum
for all pUser underneath SRVx do

if pUser.delay> SRVy.treeDelay + dist(pUser, SRVy) OR SRVy ∈ DelayCompli-
antSRVthen

pUser Move to SRVy
end if

end for

which is offering the minimum overlay tree delay so as to maximize the opportunity for

user movement. Thereafter attempts are made to move user users from the marked rotation

server to the candidate server with two conditions in place:(i) improve the overall network

performance of user being moved and (ii) candidate server bewithin a certain number of

hops from the moved user. Each server maintains the local users in a FIFO list to ensure

that users with least duration, i.e. local surfers, are given preference when it comes to user

movement between different servers.

4.6 Evaluation

In CDN, servers and users are present within ASes, where server deployment is known and

users in any AS can request for content. To simulate CDN, AS-level topology [2] providing

inter-AS link connectivity is used, where servers and usersare attached to various ASes.

To provide realistic comparison of CDN Request Routing, we construct a more accurate

latency map capturing the delay between the servers and users. We use more accurate delay

information of inter-AS links of various ASes from iPlane [68]. We use publicly available

BGP routing tables from Route Views [1] and infer the type of BGP policy compliant

path taken between any pair of ASes using Gao’s [54] algorithm. The delay between the

servers and users corresponds to the BGP policy compliant path delay, constructed from

the inter-AS link delays.
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Users are distributed amongst the ASes in accordance with the group membership

studies [85, 58] which report the existence of spatial properties such as clustering and

diversity in the user population of multicast groups. Clustering points out the skew in user

population and diversity points out the large number of distinct locations where popular

sessions are accessed. In order to simulate both the spatialproperties we distribute the user

amongst the physical AS locations following a Zipf distribution. The servers are deployed

in top AS locations consisting mostly of Tier-1 and Tier-2 networks.

We compareNetReqagainst commercially adopted nearest-available policy for both

web and multicast traffic loads on various performance metrics: charging volume of

servers, ISP cost for facilitating the traffic loads and network performance of end users.

We generate web and multicast traffic loads for a given set of users distributed amongst

ASes. We increase the web and multicast traffic loads by increasing the total number of

users distributed amongst ASes that can request for content.

We generate web traffic load for a given user distribution by (a) computing the number

of users requesting content in every charging interval, which is kept within a certain range

to capture both regular as well as surge in traffic demands and(b) randomly choosing

users to request content for every charging interval. We generate the multicast traffic load

for a given user distribution by splitting the multicast group lifetime into three phases:

(a) join phase where users are chosen in random locations to join the group pertaining

to a inter-arrival time (b) stable phase with no change in user membership and (c) leave

phase where again users are chosen in random locations to leave the group pertaining to a

inter-departure time.

4.6.1 Reduction in CDN servers Charging Volume

The CDN Request Routing algorithm controls the traffic sent fromservers and therefore

impacts the charging volume of servers. Figure4.3 and Figure4.2 compare the sum of

charging volume of servers facilitating the web and multicast traffic loads within a one-
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Figure 4.3: Charging Volume for Web
Traffic

month charging period for increasing traffic load.NetReqreduces the sum of charging

volume of servers for both web and multicast traffic and for every traffic load size when

compared to the nearest-available policy.

The nearest-available policy is unable to control the charging volume of servers with-

out making use of available burst intervals of servers. In nearest-available policy, the

user requests within a region gets assigned to nearby deployed servers. So with nearest-

available policy the physical locality of users and their traffic demand determines the

charging volume of servers. In certain cases its seen that traffic demand within a re-

gion keeps getting assigned to the same set of servers due to clustering in physical user

locality, which provides no reduction in charging volume for carrying the incoming traffic

demand. In certain other cases its seen that surge in traffic demand within the same region

causes nearby servers to saturate, which in-turn significantly increases their charging vol-

ume. Since CDN cannot control physical locality of user traffic demand, it cannot control

charging volume of servers with nearest-available policy.

Both NetReqoffline and online are able to reduce the charging volume of servers by

using the available burst intervals of servers.NetReqdetermines peak servers within a

region and then every other server in the region acts as rotation server during its available
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Figure 4.5: ISP cost with each server be-
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tion (Web Traffic)

burst interval. The available bandwidth of these servers during their burst interval is used

to absorb both surge as well as regular traffic demand in thoseintervals to reduce the

charging volume of servers.NetReqallows CDN to reduce the charging volume of servers

without having any control over the physical locality of user traffic demand.

In both Figure4.2 and Figure4.3, the difference in charging volume forNetReqand

nearest-available policies is significant for smaller traffic loads which gradually decreases

as traffic load increases. The reduction in charging volume by NetReqdepends upon (a)

the number of available burst intervals and (b) the available bandwidth of server during

its burst interval to absorb the traffic demand. The number ofavailable burst intervals

are the same for all the traffic loads but the available bandwidth at server sites decreases

with increasing traffic loads. With smaller traffic loads, the servers have more available

bandwidth during their burst intervals which allows more reduction in charging volume of

servers. However as traffic load is increased to reach reserved bandwidth capacity, servers

have less available bandwidth during their burst intervalsthereby producing less reduction

in charging volumes.
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4.6.2 Savings in ISP Cost

ISP cost is the most indicative factor impacting the pricingof CDN services and therefore

needs to be controlled by the CDN in order to maintain their competitive advantage in the

content delivery market. Large CDN, such as Akamai, do not view bandwidth as being

geographically differentiated and can negotiate transit contracts with network providers

on a nationwide basis as reported in [74]. Therefore we present ISP cost comparison

results for two different scenarios: (1) CDN servers chargedusing same ISP charging

function in Figure4.4 and Figure4.5 and (2) CDN servers charged using different ISP

Charging function in Figure4.7and Figure4.8for both multicast and web traffic demands

respectively. These scenarios are representative of the different ways in which CDN deploy

servers in ISPs and the different SLA contracts they negotiate with those ISPs.

NetReqdoes not explicitly minimize ISP cost in its problem formulation. Still NetReq

presents the lowest ISP cost for both web and multicast traffic as a direct consequence of

the reduction in the charging volume of servers.NetReqattempts to reduce the charging

volume of servers which are used to compute the ISP cost. But the reduction in sum

of charging volume of servers as seen in Figure4.2 and Figure4.3 cannot be linearly
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translated into reduction in ISP cost. For instance,NetReqreduces the charging volume

of servers for traffic loads generated for 30K and 40K users todifferent values but the

resulting ISP cost for those traffic loads is the same. WithNetReq, the servers have about

the same charging volume which increases linearly with the traffic load. And since the ISP

charging functions are piece-wise linearly increasing, sometimes the increase in charging

volume of servers isn’t large enough to be charged at higher price. Therefore in certain

cases, even with increasing traffic load which increases thecharging volume of servers is

unable to impact the ISP cost.

4.6.3 User Network Performance for Multicast Traffic

CDNs are being used commercially to deliver live streaming content on Internet-scale to

users [10]. The network performance offered by CDN can impact the decision of content

providers to use a CDN for delivering their content.NetReqredirects user requests to

servers to reduce charging volume and use the server join protocol of HMTP [90] to build

the overlay tree. In comparison we construct benchmark performance by redirecting users

to nearest-available server to minimize last-hop delay anduse OMNI [41] protocol to build

and manage the overlay tree. OMNI protocol attempts to minimize the average user delay

through local transformations whenever any change occurs in network conditions and user

memberships.

Figure4.8 compares the average user delay forNetReqagainst nearest available for

every 5-minute charging interval. BothNetReqOffline and Online offer lowest user delay

during every phase of the multicast group. We make the following observations in regards

to the network performance of users during the lifetime of the group.

BothNetReqOffline and Online assigns user to the server offering lowestoverall delay

which presents a more holistic approach at improving the network performance of end

users. The user delay can be split into two parts: (i) last-hop delay between the user and

the joining server and (ii) overlay tree delay between the origin server and the joining
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server. The overlay tree delay dominates the user delay performance and depends upon

the number of overlay hops from joining server to origin server. NetReqby not redirecting

the user to the nearest-available server increases the last-hop delay. But the overlay tree

delay is much smaller since the user is redirected to server much closer to the origin server

in the overlay tree.

NetReqmoves certain percentage of users underneath rotation servers in order to re-

duce the charging volume of servers.NetReqtransfers users amongst rotation servers

which are present within a local region thereby minimizing the change in last-hop delay.

The choice of user movement also considers the overall tree delay offered by servers to

limit the impact upon the tree delay of users. The stable phase offers no change in group

membership and therefore the overlay tree constructed by OMNI is optimized for mini-

mizing the average tree delay. The nearest available serveroffers minimum last hop delay

but the tree delay remains sub-optimal, increasing overalldelay for users.

We observe thatNetReqOffline offers slightly better network performance for users

when compared toNetReqOnline. The reason being the adjustment in value of Vo needed

for drastic changes in user traffic demand. But in every time snapshot the network perfor-

mance of users followingNetReqOnline is still better than the benchmark. This suggests
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thatNetReqOnline algorithm can handle real-time changes in the group membership.

4.6.4 User Network Performance for Web Traffic

CDNs are also used by content sites such as YouTube, Hulu and CNNto deliver popular

web content to numerous users [7]. We compareNetReqand nearest available policies

for popular content to study the impact of these policies upon user network performance.

Figure4.9compares the network performance ofNetReqagainst nearest available policies

for user traffic requests in every 5-minute charging intervals. Since the requested content is

available at every server the network performance is basically the last-hop delay between

joining server and the user. In this scenario the nearest available server offers the best

network performance for users due to its network proximity.Both NetReqOnline and

Offline can only increase the network performance by attempting to balance the trade-off

against the ISP cost.

NetReqmarginally reduces the network performance of users as compared to the near-

est available policy.NetReqserver classification ensures that there are peak and rotation

servers available within every region. Therefore the user requests are either served as static

traffic volume of nearby servers or when needed served as rotating or peak traffic volume

of servers within the region. The only difference is that thepeak and rotation servers

within a region are marginally farther away from the nearestavailable server.

4.7 Conclusion

In this chapter we proposeNetReqrequest redirection algorithm that reduce the ISP cost

for CDN services. We take advantage of the fact that ISPs when using percentile based

charging does not charge for certain percentage of chargingintervals. The architectural

richness of CDNs presents a multitude of choices for user request redirection to deployed

servers. We present greedy heuristics for reducing charging volume of servers that are

scalable.NetRequses these techniques to carefully assign user traffic volume amongst
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the available burst intervals of servers to reduce the charging volume of servers. The

evaluation shows that reducing charging volume of servers reduces the ISP cost for CDN.

In order to balance the trade-off between ISP cost and network performance of users,

we introduced the constraint of last-hop delay for user assignment. Using simulations

based on realistic server and user distribution and ISP charging functions, we show that

NetReqRequest Routing can effectively minimize ISP cost while providing good network

performance to end users.
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CHAPTER 5

MAKING CDN AND ISP ROUTINGS SYMBIOTIC

5.1 Introduction

Internet Service Providers (ISPs) interconnect amongst each other based on commercial

agreements that determine the flow of money between them and thereby influence the

flow of traffic between them as well. Typical commercial agreements are that customer

networks pay provider networks for data transit services and peer networks do not pay

each other explicitly [54]. ISPs then administer routing policies over inter-domaintraffic

to minimize their inter-carrier payments. In typical policies ISPs prefer to route traffic

through customers rather than peers to gain revenue from customers, and through peers

rather than providers to avoid incurring chargers to providers [88].

Content Delivery Networks (CDN) route content traffic at the application layer to pro-

vide better application performance [70]. When user requests certain content, CDN redi-

rects the request to a server having the content. Then the ISPwith the deployed server

routes the requested content traffic to the ISP where user is present. At present, CDN’s

request routing mechanism only considers metrics of application performance, such as

network delay [50] and server load [49], but not underlying ISPs’ routing policies.

A mismatch of routing preference between CDN and ISPs can result in higher oper-

ational cost to route content traffic for both. CDN’s request routing decision determines

the source,i.e. server, for the destination,i.e. user, for content traffic. Consequently the

content traffic from a server will be routed through underlying ISP’s provider or peer or

customer route depending upon ISP location of user. This leads to routing conflicts be-

tween CDN and ISPs, for instance a server with shorter delay provides better application

performance but a server on cheaper IP route lowers underlying ISP’s operational cost.
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Actually CDNs have the economic incentives to resolve such preference mismatch but

do not have the necessary information or mechanism to pursuesuch action. CDNs pay

the ISPs for using their underlying network based on the traffic volume that CDN servers

send and receive. If an ISP’s operational cost goes up due to the increase of inter-carrier

payments, it will eventually be reflected in higher ISP charges to CDNs. Therefore CDNs

and ISPs have the common interest in reducing ISPs’ inter-carrier payments, which will

reduce the operational costs for both of them. The main question is that, for CDNs to

cooperate, what information needs to be shared between ISPsand CDNs, and through

what mechanisms the cooperation is to be done. Ideally the shared information should be

minimal and the cooperation should not introduce any unnecessary dependency between

ISPs and CDNs.

We propose that ISPs should charge differently for content traffic depending upon the

type of inter-domain route it takes. For example, content traffic taking provider route is

more expensive than content traffic taking peer route and so on. ISPs already monitor

their inter-domain traffic at border routers and calculate their bills based on the traffic

volume. The only extra thing they need to do is use different prices for different types of

inter-domain traffic generated by CDN servers.

ISPs should make this pricing information available to CDNs in order to provide eco-

nomic incentive to consider underlying ISPs’ routing preferences. Such non-uniform pric-

ing on content traffic does not change frequently since the underlying inter-ISP relation-

ship is relatively stable, thus it can be readily shared withCDNs.

We devise a novel CDN request-routing algorithm, called COst aware REquest rout-

ing for Overlay Multicast Networks (CORE-OMN), whose objective is to minimize CDN

payment to ISPs. We formulate the user-request routing problem with given ISPs routes

and their corresponding prices, as an optimization problemwhere each user to server as-

signment contributes an ISP charge. We outline the optimal solution but focus upon a fast

greedy heuristic that assigns user request to server incurring the least marginal ISP charge.
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CORE-OMN by minimizing ISPs payments alone can negatively impact performance.

Therefore metrics of application performance must be included as constraints to the op-

timization problem. We use end-to-end delay as such a constraint, which turns out to

be effective. With ISP’s routing preference expressed economically and factored into

CDN’s request-routing, more CDN traffic takes cheaper IP routes within the delay con-

straint thereby reducing the operational cost for both CDN and ISPs.

The principles of the solution are applicable to every service offered by CDN but this

chapter focuses on multicast CDNs, which involve huge amountof traffic causing signif-

icant impact on network operations. Recent studies [38] predict a drastic increase in the

demand for online streaming video content. This means CDNs inthe future will be deliv-

ering much larger quantities of such inter-domain traffic thereby increasing their impact

upon the operational costs of underlying ISPs.

In evaluation, we use simulations to compare variations of CORE-OMN against

nearest-available request routing policy, which is commercially adopted in many

CDNs [50]. CORE-OMN-Greedy achieves the lowest bandwidth cost but at the expense

of network performance for end users. CORE-OMN-Delay provides good network per-

formance for end users with significant savings in ISP payment. Compared with nearest-

available request-routing, CORE-OMN moves a significant amount of inter-domain traffic

from provider routes to either peer or customer routes, reducing operational costs for both

CDNs and ISPs. We also design and evaluate a distributed mechanism to maintain low

bandwidth cost as group membership changes with user join and leave.

5.2 Motivating Example showing CDN and ISPs routing conflicts

The user assignment policy affects the operational costs ofboth CDNs and ISPs. Consider

the hypothetical network topology in Figure5.1, where two servers SRVA and SRVC are

able to serve the same content to user. ISPA is provider of ISPB, and ISPC is customer

of ISPB. Also, SRVA has longer network delay to user than SRVC . The nearest-available
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Inter-ISP link

Customer Path

Provider Path

Cheapest Server Nearest Server

ISP A ISP A

ISP C ISP C

ISP B
ISP B

SRV A SRV A

SRV C
SRV C

USER
USER

Figure 5.1: Impact of user assignment policy on inter-domain traffic

policy would choose SRVC to serve user, which means ISPC will have to pay its provider

for the traffic incurred, and the cost will eventually be transferred to the CDN too. But

if the CDN tries to minimize its ISP payment, it would choose SRVA to serve user since

ISPA does not pay its customers, and the reduced cost to ISPA will eventually benefit the

CDN too. In this chapter we generalize the idea in this simple example to achieve mutually

beneficial cooperation between CDNs and ISPs.

5.3 CORE-OMN Design Overview

This section outlines the enabling mechanism for CDN and ISP cooperation.

5.3.1 ISP Perspective

ISPs, at present, charge purely based on traffic volume, which offers no incentive for

CDNs to consider underlying ISPs’ routing preference. Traffic of the same amount costs

differently to an ISP depending upon the type of link the traffic traverses. In general ISPs

prefer the traffic stays within their own network,i.e., so-called “on-net” traffic. Thereafter

ISPs regulate their “off-net” traffic, which leaves their networks, through inter-domain

routing policies. But present ISP charging model does not reflect ISP routing preference,
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leaving CDN clueless on how to minimize its operational ISP charges.

ISPs need to charge different prices for on-net traffic and off-net traffic generated by

CDN servers to recover its operational costs and more importantly, provide economic

incentives for CDN to consider ISPs’ routing preferences. A natural setting is to model

prices after their respective transmission costs,e.g., ISPs can set charges for provider, peer,

customer off-net traffic and on-net traffic in that order frommost expensive to least expen-

sive where each charging function still follows economy of scale. To calculate CDNs’ final

bills, ISPs need to measure the traffic volume on each of its inter-domain links, which is

already commonly done in commercial ISPs by using tools likeNetFlow. The ISPs need

to identify traffic of CDN servers by source and destination IPaddresses, and apply dif-

ferent prices to different types of traffic. Such non-uniform pricing information needs to

be shared with CDNs. It can be treated in the same way as today’sISP charging infor-

mation, which usually is part of the contract with the CDNs. Therefore the change to ISP

operations is small.

5.3.2 CDN Perspective

Under the non-uniform ISP charging, CDNs are incentivized tominimize their ISP pay-

ments by adjusting their request routing policy, which is examined in detail in the next

section. In order to do this, CDNs need to know that given a destination address (i.e. IP

address of user), what routes are available and their associated prices from the server sites.

Note that CDNs do not need to know ISP’s inter-domain relationship or why ISPs charge

a particular price on a particular route. All CDNs need to knowis what will be the ISP

charge if traffic is sent from a server to a particular IP.

One way to obtain such routing and pricing information is through a passive BGP ses-

sion, from which the ISP routers announce their routing updates augmented with pricing

information in the form of BGP community attribute PATHPRICE, and CDN’s control

servers receive this information and make request-routingdecisions. A CDN’s control
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server can set up such passive BGP sessions with all the ISPs where CDN has presence,

collect necessary pricing information, and carry out the optimization process to determine

which server in which ISP should serve the user. This approach of passive BGP session is

compatible with current operations and incurs minimal costto both CDNs and ISPs.

Now CDNs and ISPs share the minimal information needed, and for most part still

operate independently. But the result will make economic sense for both of them as the

cooperation is done implicitly through CDNs’ cost-aware request-routing.

5.4 CORE-OMN Problem Formulation

In this section, we formulate the user assignment problem based on the modified ISP

charging model. From henceforth we use bandwidth cost and ISP charge interchangeably.

5.4.1 General CORE-OMN User Assignment Problem

We introduce the notation in Table5.1and state the general CORE-OMN user assignment

problem formally as: Given: (1) K servers s.t. SRVk,j with bandwidth B deployed in ISPj

with Con
j and Coff

j charging function for on-net and off-net traffic1 respectively; (2) N

interested users s.t. Ui,j present in ISPj consumes b bandwidth. Find the user assignment

which minimizes bandwidth cost of the multicast group
∑K

k=1 Con
j (U on

k ·b)+Coff
j (U off

k ·b)

1In this formulation we consider coarse charging function for off-net traffic without distinguishing traffic
sent over provider, peer or customer links.
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Table 5.1: Notation for CORE-OMN User Assignment Problem

K Number of servers deployed within ISPs.
SRVk,j Server SRVk deployed in ISPj with bandwidth B.

N Number of interested users in group.
Ui,j Interested user Ui in ISPj consuming b bandwidth
Con

j ISPj charging function for on-net traffic.
Coff

j ISPj coarse charging function for off-net traffic.
Cprov

j ISPj charging function for off-net traffic being
Cpeer

j sent over its provider, peer and customer link
Ccust

j respectively.
Uon

k Number of on-net users assigned to SRVk.
Uoff

k Number of off-net users assigned to SRVk.
Uprov

k Number of off-net users assigned to SRVk,j where
Upeer

k corresponding off-net traffic from ISPj is sent on
Ucust

k provider, peer and customer link respectively.
disti,k Overall delay experienced by user Ui at SRVk

under the following constraints: (1) all users are assigned:
∑K

k=1 U on
k +U off

k = N and (2)

bandwidth constraint at each server is met:(U on
k + U off

k ) · b ≤ B.

5.4.2 Offline Dynamic Programming Solution

Dynamic programming approach provides optimal solution tothe CORE-OMN user as-

signment problem since the optimal solution to distribute Nusers amongst K servers con-

tains within it the optimal solution to the sub-problem of distributing n users amongst k

servers where n≤N and k≤K. Let cost(n, k) be the optimal cost for allocating n users

amongst k servers. The evaluation starts at cost(n,1) wheren=1,...,N with k=1 forcing

every users to be assigned to SRVk=1. While assigning users to SRVk the respective on-

net or off-net bandwidth cost is applied depending upon ISP locality of sever and user.

Finally evaluating cost(N,K) gives the optimized cost of deploying the multicast group.

Tracking the user distribution of the sub-problems allows us to find the user distribution
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for cost(N,K), the solution to the user assignment problem.The runtime of the algorithm

is O(K.N2) and the space complexity is O(K.N). The algorithm considers all the sub-

problems in the space of O(K.N) therefore for any change in membership of the multicast

group, say∆N, requires O(K·∆N2) computation to evaluate the cost-optimal user assign-

ment. Since the dynamic programming solution is computationally expensive and slow for

assigning users in a flash-crowd there is a need for an online greedy heuristic.

5.4.3 Online CORE-OMN Greedy Heuristic

CORE-OMN-Greedy heuristic, by identifying the type of trafficgenerated for any server-

user assignment and its associated ISP charges is able to perform bandwidth cost-efficient

user assignment. The greedy heuristic exploits the fact that charging function for on-net

traffic is always cheaper than charging function for off-nettraffic. For CDN this means on-

net server which is in the same ISP location as user is cheaperand therefore preferred than

any off-net server present in different ISP location as userfor bandwidth cost-efficient

user assignment. On-net servers move content closer to users and by acting as cache

site minimize ISP’s network access cost. The greedy heuristic preserves these benefits

by giving preference to any available on-net server for userassignment. Thereafter greedy

heuristic assigns user to off-net server offering the lowest marginal off-net bandwidth cost.

CORE-OMN-Greedy presented in Algorithm7 performs bandwidth cost-efficient user

assignment after classifying servers into on-net and off-net type and thereafter comparing

the respective marginal bandwidth cost offered by each server. Servers can be classified

as on-net and off-net type for any given user by comparing theISP location of server

against user. Server locations are known as part of the delivery infrastructure and user is

assumed to be located within ISP originating the BGP path to user’s destination address.

Thereafter CORE-OMN-Greedy compares marginal bandwidth cost offered by each server

which depends upon server load and ISP charging function. MetaCDN [49], adopted in

commercial CDNs such as Akamai, describes the collection andmaintenance of server
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loads and the ISP charging function is known as part of the delivery infrastructure.

Algorithm 7 Online CORE-OMN-Greedy User Assignment
Greedy User Assignment
SRVList = list of servers with available bandwidth
pUser= user to be assigned consumingb bandwidth
for all SRVk ∈ SRVListdo
if SRVk·ISPj == pUser·ISP then

OnNet-SRVs·add(SRVk); Costk = Con
j (b)

else
OffNet-SRVs·add(SRVk); Costk = Coff

j (b)
SRVoff = Cheapest-Off-Net-Server(OffNet-SRVs)
SRVon = Cheapest-On-Net-Server(OnNet-SRVs)
pUserjoins SRV with cheapest marginal bandwidth cost

CORE-OMN-Greedy assigns user to server offering cheapest marginal bandwidth cost.

CORE-OMN-Greedy evaluates the locally cheapest on-net server (SRVon) and the glob-

ally cheapest off-net server (SRVoff ) offering the least respective marginal bandwidth cost

from the respective list of servers. In each server list, theserver (SRVpos) offering least im-

mediate marginal bandwidth cost is evaluated as the candidate cheapest server. However

points of intersection, say at p, may exist between chargingfunctions of SRVpos and an-

other server, say SRVint, representing the bandwidth cost contention region since cpos(p) =

cint(p) where cpos and cint are ISP charging functions of SRVpos and SRVint respectively.

The cheapest server at the intersection point is evaluated by comparing c
′

pos(p) against

c
′

int(p). After evaluating SRVon and SRVoff , CORE-OMN-Greedy compares their respec-

tive marginal bandwidth cost and assigns user to server offering lowest marginal band-

width cost. Since on-net charging function is expected to bealways cheaper than off-net

charging function, the default user assignment is always tothe on-net server. The runtime

of CORE-OMN-Greedy is O(K) suitable for assigning users in a flash crowd where group

membership can change rapidly.
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5.4.4 Extended CORE-OMN User Assignment Problem

Extended CORE-OMN user assignment problem takes into accountall the different types

of off-net traffic which can be generated at a deployed serversite. In the general problem

formulation, ISPs only distinguish between on-net and off-net traffic which is useful for

server sites placed within customer networks and small regional providers where mostly

on-net traffic is served and off-net traffic can only take the default provider route. However

Tier-1 and Tier-2 networks offer more choice of routes to itsoff-net traffic due to their in-

terconnections with several ISPs which involve different types of commercial agreements

and therefore different types of inter-carrier payments.

Extended CORE-OMN user assignment problem stated formally as: Given: (1) K

servers, SRVk,j with bandwidth B deployed in ISPj with Con
j and Cprov

j , Cpeer
j and Ccust

j

charging functions for on-net and different types of off-net traffic respectively; (2) N in-

terested users, Ui,j consuming b bandwidth and present in ISPj. Find the user assignment

which minimizes bandwidth cost of the group
∑K

k=1 Con
j (U on

k · b) + Cprov
j (Uprov

k · b) +

Cpeer
j (Upeer

k · b) + Ccust
j (U cust

k · b) under the following constraints: (1) all users are as-

signed:
∑K

k=1 U on
k + Uprov

k + Upeer
k + U cust

k = N and (2) bandwidth constraint for each

server is met:(U on
k + Uprov

k + Upeer
k + U cust

k ) · b ≤ B.

5.4.5 Online Extended CORE-OMN-Greedy Heuristic

Extended CORE-OMN-Greedy heuristic regulates the off-net traffic generated at server

sites in accordance with the underlying ISPs’ routing policies due to the economic incen-

tives presented by the ISPs in the form of the modified charging functions. The greedy

heuristic reduces the operational ISP charges by transferring CDN servers off-net traffic

from costly provider or peer IP routes to cheaper customer IProutes. For CDN this means

customer off-net servers where off-net traffic traverses over cheaper underlying customer

IP route are preferred for user assignment over provider or peer off-net servers where

off-net traffic traverses over costly underlying provider or peer IP route respectively. The
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greedy heuristic still gives preference to on-net server ifavailable, but re-distributes the

off-net traffic to reduce operational cost for both CDN and ISPs.

Extended CORE-OMN-Greedy presented in Algorithm8 considers the different off-

net servers with available routes to user and compares theirrespective off-net ISP charges

to evaluate the cheapest off-net server (SRVoff ) to be used in Algorithm7 for bandwidth

cost-efficient user assignment. The greedy heuristic needsto consider the possible routes

the traffic can take from the various servers’ ISP locations to user ISP location. We in-

troduce the notion of Node Relation (NR) map, maintained by CDN,which captures the

available routes from server ISPs to user ISPs and their associated ISP charges. Using the

NR map, the greedy heuristic compare the respective off-netISP charges associated with

the available routes from the available off-net servers. Thereafter the choice of cheapest

off-net server is driven by the ordering of ISP charging functions. Since customer off-

net charging functions are the cheapest, most off-net usersare expected to be assigned to

off-net servers over customer IP routes which can also be referred to as customer off-net

servers.

Algorithm 8 Extended CORE-OMN-Greedy User Assignment
Cheapest-Off-Net-Server
OffNet-SRVs= list of off-net servers
pUser= user to be assigned consumingb bandwidth
NR(ISPi, ISPj) = ISPi off-net traffic charging function

for BGP route from ISPi to ISPj

for all SRVk,j ∈ OffNet-SRVsdo
rel = NR(SRVk·ISPj , pUser·ISP)
Costk = Crel

j (b)
Find SRVoff = SRV with minimum off-net Cost

return SRVoff
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5.4.6 CORE-OMN User Assignment Problem with Delay Constraints

CORE-OMN user assignment problem focuses on minimizing bandwidth cost alone which

can negatively affect the network performance of users and therefore we introduce the no-

tion of delay constraint to the CORE-OMN user assignment problem. The bandwidth cost

of group and network performance of users are orthogonal metrics of performance which

can not be optimized simultaneously. However the user assignment policy impacts both

bandwidth cost and user delay. In order to account for user delay while trying to minimize

bandwidth cost we supplement the CORE-OMN user assignment problems (both gen-

eral and extended) with delay constraint as follows: for each user Ui assigned to SRVX ,

disti,X ≤ disti,M , where SRVM is the top Mth server offering least delay to the user. We

have found the best trade-off between bandwidth cost and user delay is achieved when

user is assigned to one of its top 5 servers offering the leastdelay.

Algorithm 9 CORE-OMN-Delay constraint User Assignment
Delay Compliant Server Selection
SRVList = original list of servers with available bandwidth
pUser= user Ui to be assigned consumingb bandwidth
path-distx,y = distance between application entities x and y
for all SRVk ∈ SRVListdo

disti,k = path-disti,k + path-distk,root

Order SRVList by disti,k
Delay-Compliant-SRVList = Top M servers in SRVList
return Delay-Compliant-SRVList

5.4.7 CORE-OMN-Delay Heuristic

CORE-OMN-Delay exploits the fact that network performance ofusers is composed of

overlay tree delay and last-hop delay in evaluating the delay constraint for each user as-

signment. Commercial CDNs adopt the nearest available policywhich focuses on mini-

mizing last-hop delay and thereafter the distribution mechanism attempts to optimize the
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overlay tree delay. But the user assignment policy impacts both the overlay tree delay and

last-hop delay experienced by the user. For instance, the user assignment policy can as-

sign user to a server more closer to root or more closer to leafwhich will result in different

overall delay for the user. Therefore imposing delay constraint based on the overall delay

from root to user presents a more holistic approach at ensuring better network performance

for user.

CORE-OMN-Delay presented in Algorithm9 outlines the selection of servers which

are delay compliant for any given user. The heuristic initially evaluates the top M servers

which offer the least overall delay for any given user. Thereafter the user is assigned to the

cheapest server amongst the top M servers which are delay compliant by using Algorithm7

for general and Algorithm8 in conjunction with Algorithm7 for extended CORE-OMN

user assignment problem.

5.5 CORE-OMN Protocol

Overlay multicast protocols are involved in (1) assigning users to certain servers (2) or-

ganizing participating servers of the same multicast groupinto a dissemination tree to

deliver content from root to the end users and (3) maintaining the overlay tree in the face

of changing user membership. CORE-OMN can choose from the various user assignment

heuristics based on the underlying ISP charging functions and the desired user perfor-

mance. Overlay tree construction can be performed using anyof the following protocols:

OMNI, HMTP, NICE and AMCast. Thereafter we consider the overlay tree maintenance

from the viewpoint of reducing the bandwidth cost of the group in the face of changing

group membership.

5.5.1 CORE-OMN User Movement Problem

Multicast group membership changes as users join and leave.CORE-OMN user assign-

ment ensures bandwidth cost-efficiency for any joining user. However when a user leaves
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the group a deficiency is created underneath its joining servers which can be fulfilled by

any other user. CORE-OMN user movement exploits such opportunity by moving users

from costly server locations to any cheap server location where user deficiency occurs to

reduce the overall bandwidth cost.

The CORE-OMN user movement problem stated formally as: Given user deficiency at

SRVk1,j1 find user Ui,j3 under SRVk2,j2 for movement which maximizes reduction in band-

width costCold−rel
j2 (b)−Cnew−rel

j1 (b) under the delay constraint for Ui,j3 and where old-rel,

NR(ISPj2,j3), and new-rel,NR(ISPj1,j3), captures the old and new routes’ respective

ISP charging functions.

CORE-OMN Distributed User Movement: CORE-OMN Distributed user movement

considers the type of bandwidth consumed before and after moving the user to maximize

the reduction in bandwidth cost through user movement. The scheme exploits the fact

that changing bandwidth consumption of a user from off-net to on-net presents maximum

reduction in bandwidth cost. And similarly changing bandwidth consumption of user from

provider off-net to peer or customer off-net and from peer off-net to customer off-net

presents next best alternative for maximum reduction in bandwidth cost. However the

scheme also needs to consider the delay constraint associated with user re-assignment to

avoid moving users to servers offering unacceptable delay performance.

CORE-OMN Distributed user movement presented in Algorithm10 searches user for

movement which maximizes reduction in bandwidth cost without violating the delay con-

straint for the moved user. In order to comply with delay constraint the search for user

movement is made in increasing scope of distance from ISPj1 where server SRVk1 faces

the user deficiency. Initially users within ISPj1 being served underneath any off-net servers

are candidates for movement since the change in bandwidth consumption is from off-net to

on-net. However if no such user is found then off-net users ofnearby ISPs are considered

for movement in an attempt to change bandwidth consumption for a user from provider

to peer or peer to customer off-net and in that order. The scope of the search is limited to
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Algorithm 10 CORE-OMN Distributed User Movement
Search for User Movement
SRVk1 within ISPj1 with user deficiency
user = Candidate-User-Move(ISPj1)
if user == nulldo

for all ISPloc 1-hop from ISPj1 do
user = Candidate-User-Move(ISPloc)

Choose user with maximum opportunity-cost
Candidate-User-Move(from ISPloc)

for all Ui,loc and assigned to SRVk,j do
if (Ui,loc, SRVk,j) where loc6=j then
old-rel = NR(SRVk·ISPj, ISPloc)
new-rel = NR(SRVk1·ISPj1, ISPloc)
opportunity-cost = Cold−rel

j (b) - Cnew−rel
j1 (b)

return Ui,loc with maximum opportunity-cost

single-hop neighbors of ISPj1 to satisfy the delay constraint criteria for any user movement

and limit the run-time complexity.

5.6 Evaluation

In this section we compare user assignment policies on various performance metrics:

bandwidth cost, network performance for users and inter-ISP traffic generated by CDN

servers; and evaluate effectiveness of CORE-OMN user movement policy in reducing

bandwidth cost as users join and leave group.

In CDN, servers and users are present within ASes, where server deployment is known

and users in any AS can request content. To simulate CDN, AS-level topology [2] provid-

ing inter-AS link connectivity is used as the underlying network where servers and users

are attached to various AS locations. We use publicly available BGP routing tables from

RouteViews [1] and infer the type of BGP policy compliant path taken betweenany pair

of ISPs, to construct NR Map, using Gao’s algorithm [54]. Users are distributed amongst

ASes following group membership studies [85, 58] which report the existence of spatial
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properties such as clustering and diversity in user population of multicast groups. Cluster-

ing points out the skew in user population while diversity points out the large number of

distinct locations where popular groups are accessed. To simulate both spatial properties

we distribute users amongst the physical AS locations following Zipf distribution.

Previous works [55, 94, 52] have reported different types of ISP charging models

composed of a ISP charging function C(x) where x is the charging volume and ways

to determine the charging volume x. In [94, 52] ISPs are reported to charge their cus-

tomers over the total volume of traffic generated using the concave charging function

c(r) = (α − β · ln r) · r, wherec is the monthly fee,r is the charging volume in Mbps,

and α and β are two parameters. In [55] ISPs are reported to charge their customers

over the 95th-percentile of the traffic volume using complexstep-wise increasing charging

functions. We generate the ISP charging functions for on-net and off-net traffic and for

both charging models while maintaining the general trend ofcharging functions following

economy of scale.

5.6.1 Analyze Extended CORE-OMN User Assignment Problem

The performance metrics is affected by these variables: ISPlocality of servers and users,

latency matrix, server traffic load and user traffic demand; information that is proprietary to

commercial CDNs. Therefore CORE-OMN protocol with extended CORE-OMN-Greedy

and Delay is compared against OMNI protocol with nearest-available, for groups of in-

creasing sizes where servers are assigned fixed bandwidth and users consume fixed band-

width, in specific scenarios that realistically captures aforementioned variables.

Servers deployed in Top AS locations

With servers deployed in top AS locations of mostly Tier-1 and Tier-2 networks with

maximum degree, the user assignment policies mostly generates on-net and customer off-

net traffic as shown in Figure5.2. On-net servers are preferred by CORE-OMN user
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Figure 5.2: Each policy generates nearly
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Figure 5.3: CORE-OMN-Greedy
present least bandwidth cost by assign-
ing users to cheap servers

assignment policies since on-net bandwidth is cheapest dueto on-net charging function

being cheapest and preferred by nearest-available policy since on-net server is nearest. It

explains the near same level of on-net traffic generated by the various user assignment

policies. But due to Zipf user distribution, on-net servers in certain locations get saturated

forcing other users in those locations to be assigned to off-net servers. As servers are

deployed primarily in provider AS locations almost all suchoff-net users are served over

customer paths explaining the elevated levels of customer off-net traffic.

CORE-OMN user assignment policies significantly reduces bandwidth cost as com-

pared to nearest-available policy for both ISP charging models as shown in Figure5.3and

Figure5.4. The trend for bandwidth cost is same for both ISP charging models and there-

fore representative results is shown in other scenarios. Extended CORE-OMN-Greedy

presents least bandwidth cost by assigning off-net users toglobally cheapest customer off-

net servers and saturating them to exploit the concave nature of ISP charging functions.

CORE-OMN-Delay assigns off-net users to cheap delay compliant off-net servers which

are not always globally cheapest off-net servers but still presents significant bandwidth

cost saving in comparison to nearest-available policy. Thenearest-available policy assigns

users to nearest available customer off-net server based onuser locality which may not
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necessarily be the cheapest, thereby causing significant increase in bandwidth cost.

CORE-OMN user assignment policies present improved network performance for

most users when compared against the nearest-available policy in Figure 5.5. CORE-

OMN-Delay assigns users to off-net servers which are already part of the dissemination

tree and therefore offering much lower tree delay which improves the overall network per-

formance for the users. For certain users such delay compliant and cheap off-net servers

are available over peer paths which explains the peer off-net traffic generated by CORE-

OMN-Delay in Figure5.2. The nearest available server offers minimum last-hop delay

which improves network performance for certain percentageof users but the tree delay

remains sub-optimal causing an overall increase in delay for every user. CORE-OMN-

Greedy by optimizing bandwidth cost assigns users to off-net servers that are cheap but

offer greater tree delay thereby sacrificing network performance for certain users.

Servers deployed in Tier-1 and Tier-2 Networks

Servers are deployed in every Tier-1 and Tier-2 network to move content close to users

and user distribution is focused in ISPs offering diversityin inter-ISP link connectivity
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width cost by assigning users to servers
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to provide choice in terms of type of inter-ISP traffic generated at CDN servers by user

assignment policies as shown in Figure5.6. As before, each user assignment policy assigns

nearly 30% of user population to on-net servers implying that a certain percentage of user

population is bound to be served by nearest available which is also cheapest available on-

net server. But there is variety in off-net traffic as same usercan be served over different

routes.

CORE-OMN user assignment policies by regulating off-net traffic in accordance with

underlying ISPs’ routing preference is able to significantly reduce bandwidth cost for CDN

when compared to nearest-available policy as shown in Figure 5.7. CORE-OMN user as-

signment policies assign off-net users predominantly overcustomer paths offering cheap-

est bandwidth costs and only assign users over provider and peer paths when on-net servers

in Tier-1 networks are saturated which forces other users inthose networks to be assigned

to off-net servers in their customer and peer networks. The nearest-available policy as-

signs users based on their locality which results in random inter-ISP traffic generated over

provider, peer and customer paths as seen in Figure5.6. CORE-OMN-Greedy minimizes

bandwidth cost by assigning most off-net users to few globally cheapest customer off-net

servers. The nearest-available policy generates more provider and peer than customer off-
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net traffic at server sites which adversely affects bandwidth cost. CORE-OMN-Delay by

assigning users to cheap delay compliant off-net servers still offers significant bandwidth

cost savings.

CORE-OMN user assignment policies significantly improves network performance of

users when compared against nearest-available policy as shown in Figure5.8, by offering

lower tree delay which dominates user delay performance. CORE-OMN-Greedy assigns

users to few off-net servers which forms a core dissemination tree which is small in size

and therefore lowers tree delay for most users. The nearest available server minimizes

the last-hop and thereafter OMNI attempts to minimize the average delay for the users.

Since nearest available server joins dissemination tree usually farther away from root it

offers significantly higher tree delay. The nearest-available policy presents sub-optimal

tree delay to users which increases the overall delay experienced by users. CORE-OMN-

Delay by assigning users predominantly to off-net servers which are already part of the

dissemination tree is able to reduce the size of overlay treeas seen in Figure5.8 which

improves the overall network performance for users.
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Servers deployed to increase On-Net traffic

Servers and users are predominantly deployed in same AS location which causes on-net

traffic to dominate as shown in Figure5.9. Each user assignment policy generates nearly

the same 70% on-net traffic since on-net servers are preferred by each policy for different

operational reasons stated earlier. But for remaining users, CORE-OMN policies are able

to shift traffic from costly provider to cheap customer IP routes. The majority of traffic

generated is on-net for which ISP cost is same for each policy, and therefore the differ-

ence in ISP cost is reduced as shown in Figure5.10. CORE-OMN-Greedy reduce overall

ISP cost by selecting cheaper IP routes for user assignment and CORE-OMN-Delay by

selecting delay compliant off-net servers provides the best network performance.

5.6.2 Analyze General CORE-OMN User Assignment Problem

Even large-scale CDNs can deploy servers in a limited number of AS locations and there-

fore servers are preferably deployed in ASes with majority of user requests i.e. hot-spot

locations. But many such AS locations are customer networks or small regional providers

and therefore in this scenario servers are deployed in AS locations where off-net traffic

can only default through provider links and users are also distributed amongst these AS
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locations.

CORE-OMN-Greedy presents lowest bandwidth cost as shown in Figure5.12while

CORE-OMN-Delay presents best network performance as shown inFigure 5.13 when

compared to the nearest-available policy. As before, Zipf user distribution causes satura-

tion of on-net servers where other users are then allocated to off-net servers. CORE-OMN-

Greedy assigns users to globally cheapest off-net servers to minimize bandwidth cost but

sacrifices network performance of users. CORE-OMN-Delay can either assign user to

nearest on-net server offering higher tree delay or off-netserver offering lower tree delay.

CORE-OMN-Delay assigns user to cheapest delay compliant off-net server which presents

enough bandwidth savings as well as significant improvementin network performance of

user. The nearest available server can either be on-net or off-net which may or may not

offer cheap bandwidth cost or better overall delay. And therefore nearest-available policy

is unable to control bandwidth cost or provide better network performance.

5.6.3 Summary

CORE-OMN policies minimize bandwidth cost for CDN by redistributing traffic over

cheaper IP routes. The bandwidth cost depends upon ISP charging function and there-
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fore associating ISP charging functions with different types of traffic allows bandwidth

cost to depend upon the type of traffic generated at server sites. On-net traffic is the cheap-

est due to on-net ISP charging function being the cheapest and therefore always preferred

by CORE-OMN policies. But since servers are not deployed in every AS location, off-net

traffic at server sites is unavoidable. CORE-OMN policies are able to redistribute off-

net traffic from costly provider and peer IP routes to cheapercustomer IP routes due to

the ordering of the associated provider, peer and customer off-net ISP charging functions.

CORE-OMN policies reduce bandwidth cost by redistributing off-net traffic irrespective

of the type of ISP charging model adopted as long as the underlying routing preferences

of ISPs are communicated through the ISP charging functions.

Incentives are available for both CDN and ISPs to participatein such a price sharing

mechanism. CDNs can reduce their operational bandwidth costwhich can be significant

in case CDN traffic keeps getting assigned to costly IP routes.ISPs by providing the

necessary economic incentive can motivate the redistribution of CDN traffic over cheaper

IP routes which will reduces ISPs own cost of carrying the CDN traffic.

5.6.4 Analyze CORE-OMN Distributed User Movement

CORE-OMN protocol with user movement is compared against CORE-OMN protocol

without user movement and OMNI protocol, on bandwidth cost as group membership

changes. To simulate change in group membership initially 30K users are allowed to join

servers in top Tier-1 and Tier-2 networks using the various user assignment policies and

thereafter users are randomly chosen to leave the group. Snapshots of bandwidth cost are

taken at regular intervals for comparison.

CORE-OMN distributed user movement presents most reduction in bandwidth cost as

initial 10% users leave as shown in Figure5.14when snapshots are taken after every 50

users leave. Initially as users leave from saturated on-netserver locations other users in

those locations which had been assigned to off-net servers get chance for movement un-
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Figure 5.14: CORE-OMN with User Movement shows steady drop in ISP bandwidth costs

derneath their on-net servers. Moving users from off-net server locations to on-net server

locations produces maximum reduction in bandwidth cost. Therefore as more users leave

from saturated locations, costly off-net bandwidth consumption is replaced by cheaper

on-net bandwidth consumption which produces the sharp dropin bandwidth cost. CORE-

OMN without user movement and OMNI do not exploit such opportunities and therefore

the drop in bandwidth cost is only due to user leaving.

CORE-OMN distributed user movement reassigns users to cheaper server locations

with user deficiency as long as it reduces bandwidth cost and the delay constraint is met

for moved user. Figure5.14presents the complete trend of drop in bandwidth cost as all

users leave the multicast group and when snapshots are takenafter every 5% change in

group membership. Initially as users leave saturated server locations, more opportunities

exist for moving users to servers which reduce bandwidth cost while meeting the delay

constraint. However at certain stage most users have already been moved underneath their

respective on-net servers and thereafter less viable opportunities exist for user movement.

So thereafter drop in bandwidth cost is only due to user leavewhich is marginal since these

users have already been moved to their respective on-net server locations. CORE-OMN

without user movement and OMNI again drop bandwidth cost only due to user leave.
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5.7 Conclusions

ISPs, by charging separately for on-net and different typesof off-net traffic, will be able to

recover the actual cost of delivering CDN traffic. The modifiedISP charging model also

provide necessary economic incentives for CDNs to consider ISPs’ routing preferences.

In response CORE-OMN user assignment policies are able to reduce the bandwidth cost

of deploying multicast groups while providing better network performance to end users.

CORE-OMN protocol allows CDN to minimize its ISP payments by aggressively shift-

ing CDN traffic from costly provider IP routes to cheaper peer or customer IP routes.

CORE-OMN-Greedy offers least bandwidth cost but at the expense of network perfor-

mance of users. In order to improve the network performance of end users we propose

CORE-OMN-Delay that imposes a delay constraint for each user assignment. The strategy

proves more effective since CORE-OMN-Delay is able to assign users to off-net servers

closer to the root which offer much smaller tree delay. CORE-OMN-Delay presents the

best trade-off by providing improved network performance to all users with significant

saving in bandwidth cost through assignment of users to cheapest servers within delay

constraints.

In contrast, the nearest-available scheme is not able to control the ISP cost of CDN

services and neither able to provide better network performance for end users. The nearest-

available server offers minimum last-hop delay but the higher tree-delay increases the

overall user delay. And for off-net users, the nearest-available server usually does not lie

on cheapest IP route thereby causing significant increase inbandwidth cost.
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CHAPTER 6

RELATED WORK

In this section, we present the state of the art in CDN Request Routing algorithms. We

also present the previous works which have dealt with the interactions between overlay

networks, one of which is a CDN, and underlying ISPs. Subsequently we present a survey

of the various overlay multicast protocols geared towards specific application performance

for users.

6.1 CDN Request Routing Algorithms

The algorithms invoked by the CDN Request Routing algorithms can be adaptive or non-

adaptive. Adaptive algorithms consider the current systemcondition to select a cache

server for content delivery. Current condition of the systemis obtained by estimating

some metrics like load on the replica servers or the congestion of selected network links.

Non-adaptive request-routing algorithms use some heuristics for selecting a cache server

rather than considering the current system condition. A non-adaptive algorithm is easy to

implement, while the former is more complex. Complexity of adaptive algorithms arises

from their ability to change behavior to cope with an enduring situation. A non-adaptive

algorithm works efficiently when the assumptions made by theheuristics are met. On the

other hand, an adaptive algorithm demonstrates high systemrobustness [87] in the face of

events like flash crowds.
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6.1.1 Non-adaptive Request Routing algorithms

One of the most common and simple non-adaptive Request Routingalgorithm is round-

robin [86], which distributes all requests to the CDN cache servers with the objective of

balancing the load amongst the servers. The assumption behind this algorithm is that all the

cache servers have similar processing capability and that any of them can serve any client

request. Such a simple algorithm can be efficient for either clusters or data centers, where

all the replica servers are located at the same place [69]. But the round-robin request-

routing algorithm does not perform well for wide area distributed systems where the cache

servers are located at distant places. When the servers are geographically distributed the

client-server distance needs to be taken into consideration. Otherwise, client requests may

be directed to more distant replica servers, which cause poor performance for the users.

Moreover, the aim of load balancing is not fully achieved since processing different request

can involve significantly different computational costs.

In another non-adaptive Request Routing algorithm, all replica servers are ranked ac-

cording to the predicted load on them. Such prediction is done based on the number

of requests each of the servers has served so far. This algorithm takes client-server dis-

tance into account and client requests are directed to the replica servers in such a way that

load is balanced among them. The assumption here is that the replica server load and the

client-server distance are the most influencing factors forthe efficiency of request process-

ing [84]. Though it has been observed in [93] that deploying this algorithm can perform

well for request-routing, the client perceived performance may still be poor.

Several other interesting non-adaptive Request Routing algorithms are implemented

in the Cisco DistributedDirector [63]. One of these algorithms considers the percentage

of client requests that each replica server receives. A server receiving more requests is

assumed to be more powerful. Hence, client requests are directed to the more power-

ful servers to achieve better resource utilization. Another algorithm defines preference of

one server over another in order to delegate the former to serve client requests. The Dis-
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tributedDirector also supports random request distribution to replica servers. Furthermore,

some other non-adaptive algorithms can be found which considers the clients geographic

location to redirect requests to the nearby replica. But thisalgorithm suffers from the fact

that client requests may be assigned to overloaded replica servers, which may degrade

client perceived performance.

Karger et al. [62] have proposed a non-adaptive algorithm which calculates ahashing

functionh from a large space of identifiers, based on the URL of the content. This hashing

function is used to efficiently route client requests to a logical ring consisting of cache

servers with IDs from the same space. It is assumed that the cache server having the

smallest ID larger thanh is responsible for holding the referenced data. Hence, client

requests are directed to it.

6.1.2 Adaptive Request Routing algorithms

Globule [72] uses an adaptive Request Routing algorithm that selects the replica server

closest to the clients in terms of network proximity [86]. The metric estimation in Glob-

ule is based on path length which is updated periodically. The metric estimation service

used in globule is passive, which does not introduce any additional traffic to the network.

However, results in [64] show that the distance metric estimation procedure is not very

accurate. Andrews et al. [43] and Ardiaz et al. [40] have proposed adaptive Request Rout-

ing algorithms based on client-server latency. In this approach, either client access logs

or passive server-side latency measurements are taken intoaccount, and the algorithms

decide to which replica server the client requests are to be sent. Hence, they redirect a

client request to a replica which has recently reported the minimal latency to the client.

These algorithms are efficient since they consider latency measurements. However, they

require the maintenance of central database of measurements, which limits the scalability

of systems on which these algorithms are deployed.

Cisco DistributedDirector [63] has implemented an adaptive Request Routing al-
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gorithm. The Request Routing algorithm deployed in this system takes into account a

weighted combination of three metrics, namely – inter-AS distance, intra-AS distance,

and end-to-end latency. Though this algorithm is flexible since it makes use of three met-

rics, the deployment of an agent in each replica server for metric measurement makes it

complex and costly. Moreover, the active latency measurement techniques used by this

algorithm introduce additional traffic to the Internet. Furthermore, the isolation of Dis-

tributedDirector component from the replica server makes it unable to probe the servers to

obtain their load information.

Akamai CDN [50, 17] uses a complex adaptive request-routing algorithm. It takes

into consideration a number of metrics such as replica server load, the reliability of loads

between the client and each of the replica servers, and the bandwidth that is currently

available to a replica server. This algorithm is proprietary to Akamai and the technology

details have not been revealed.

6.2 Interactions between Overlay Networks and ISPs

Often overlay routing encounters a conflict in objective with other non-overlay (other over-

lay or legacy applications) routing efforts. This conflict is exacerbated in the presence of

resource limitations at the native (substrate) layer. Thispaper [73] investigates the conflict

in objective between routing protocols at the overlay layerand traffic engineering (TE) de-

ployed at the native layer. Their general conclusion is thatthe interaction causes sustained

route oscillations and sub-optimal performance for both layers. By means of simulation,

which uses both synthetic topologies and real tier-1 ISP topologies as input, [73] shows

that the interaction between selfish routing in overlay networks and TE are unlike tradi-

tional equilibria analyses [77].

CDNs select the best route based on global information about link delays which may

violate business agreements about traffic routing between ISPs [48]. CDNs enable ser-

vice and content distribution costs to be shared amongst multiple providers but since the
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traffic patterns also determine money flows between providers, CDNs may also influence

commercial relationships on the Internet. Network operators are seeking ways to mitigate

the side-effect of CDN routing on the ISPs. Jiang et al. [61] study a joint design sys-

tem where ISPs and CDN cooperate to achieve both ISP’s traffic routing and CDN’s user

performance goals. But the optimal solution is achieved onlywhen CDN gains complete

control of routing for its content traffic with complete visibility into ISP’s network i.e.

routing decisions on OSPF weights, real-time link latency,traffic matrix etc. while the ISP

solves routing problem only for background traffic. In contrast, CORE-OMN aligns CDN

and ISPs routing preferences by sharing only pricing information of routes.

6.3 Overlay Multicast Protocols

IP multicast as a means to provide multicast data delivery for large-scale group commu-

nication applications is still plagued by several practical challenges [51]. More recently,

overlay multicast protocols have been proposed to overcomethe drawbacks of IP mul-

ticast. The overlay multicast is based on an overlay structure which can be constructed

either over end systems or over proxy servers.

6.3.1 End System Overlay Multicast

In this branch of overlay multicast, the group members self-organized themselves into a

multicast tree. The data duplication, multicast data forwarding, group members manage-

ment and other functions are all to be achieved through the group members. Providing

reliable Quality of Service (QoS) for large multicast groups is a challenge due to frequent

joining and leaving of group members as well as unexpected change in network conditions.

End System based Overlay multicast can be either structuredoverlay technique or

unstructured overlay. In structured overlay an underlyingrouting infrastructure of peer-

to-peer (P2P) end systems is formed over which multicast groups are formed. Bayeux

[95], Scribe [44], CAN-based multicast [76] are such overlay multicast protocols which
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make adequate usage of the self-organizing peer-to-peer location and routing substrate

provided by Tapestry [92], Pastry [78], CAN [75] respectively. In the global environment

partitioned by P2P protocols, nodes interested in multicast groups form mini P2P rings to

facilitate groups.

In unstructured overlay, the end systems participate in themulticast group via an over-

lay structure constructed on an underlying mesh of end systems which is continuously

improved through passive measurement of network dynamics.The following protocols:

ALMI [ 71], End System Multicast [47] and Yoid [53] are examples of such end-system

multicast protocols which consider delay as the performance metric.

6.3.2 Infrastructure-based Overlay Multicast

Another way to provide overlay multicast is through infrastructure-based overlay multi-

cast architecture where strategically deployed servers act as proxies facilitating multicast

groups. Then, according to the applications requirement, these server nodes autonomously

form overlay multicast trees to provide multicast service.The advantage to this architec-

ture is end users send or receive only one copy of data packetsduring session, and the

work of duplicating packets is shifted from data sources to servers. Since it uses the xed

nodes, the multicast tree is stable and can easily provide QoS service to applications.

Researchers [65, 66, 83] have treated the deployment of an infrastructure-based overlay

multicast architecture as a network design problem taking into account ISP operational

costs. They have divided it into three sub-problems: overlay server placement, overlay

link selection and bandwidth dimensioning. MSON [65] identifies these sub problems and

proposes separate solutions. TOMA [66] proposes a two-tier overlay multicast architecture

which advocates MSON as the backbone service domain with theend users being present

in the access domain forming small clusters underneath servers.

RON [39] was an infrastructure-based overlay proposed to quickly detect and recover

path outage. Though, it does not deal with overlay multicastdirectly, it provides good
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directions for afterward overlay research work. Overcast [60] is designed to provide band-

width sensitive multicast service as well as utilize the network bandwidth efficiently. In

ScatterCast [45], the authors focus on how to provide scalable multicast service with het-

erogeneous receivers. It uses the application knowledge tomeet heterogeneous receivers

requirement. In RMX [46], the authors describe a framework for providing reliable multi-

point communication based ScatterCast architecture. Its focus is real-time reliable multi-

cast. Its main goal is to reconcile the heterogeneous capabilities and network connections

of various clients with the need for reliability.

AMCast [82] and OMNI [42] protocols are state-of-art infrastructre-based Overlay

Multicast protocols used to organize the servers to facilitate the multicast service for end-

users. AMCast protocol works through a centralized algorithm which optimizes the band-

width usage at the routing sites in order to maximize the number of groups that can be

deployed. OMNI protocol presents a distributed algorithm to modify data dissemination

tree through local transformations. The modification of thedata dissemination tree is

driven by any changes in the network conditions and user memberships. OMNI protocol

tries to minimize the overall delay experienced by users in amulticast tree.
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CHAPTER 7

CONTRIBUTION AND CONCLUSION

CDNs have been the most successful and commercially viable solution for content

providers in the content delivery market. However, anotherside to this success is the

growing operational cost for the CDNs. Even now the bandwidthcost is the most indica-

tive factor impacting the pricing of CDN services. In case CDNsare unable to control

their operational cost then their pricing will significantly increase, which will force con-

tent providers to choose other alternatives for deliveringtheir content over the Internet.

We have investigated ways of reducing the growing operational bandwidth cost for CDN

in providing content delivery services on the Internet. Thecontributions of this dissertation

are summarized in the following sections.

7.1 CDN exploiting ISP Charging Functions

A CDN deploys servers globally in various ISPs that use different charging functions to

compute their respective operational bandwidth cost. In Chapter3, we formulate the user

request redirection problem as a cost optimization problemwhere each user request incurs

a bandwidth cost. We present the optimal solution and thereafter propose greedy heuristics

for the aforementioned problem statement. In this context,we propose ROMaN, a novel

CDN Request Routing algorithm that reduces the overall bandwidth cost by focusing on

the nature of the ISP charging functions and the differentiation in the charging functions of

various ISPs. We see significant reduction in the overall bandwidth cost for CDN services

by considering the immediate bandwidth cost offered by CDN servers in user request

redirection.
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We investigate the impact of ROMaN Request Routing algorithm over the application

performance of users. ROMaN assigns users to fewer servers to exploit the concave nature

of the ISP charging functions. The reduced overlay size resulting from the fewer servers

needed to facilitate the overlay multicast group, is able toactually improve the network

performance for end users. We show that the traditional nearest-available server scheme

unnecessarily increases the size of the overlay, which results in an increase in the overall

network delay for end users.

7.2 CDN exploiting ISP Charging Model

Most ISPs compute bandwidth cost for their customers using the popular 95th percentile

based charging model. Such usage-based charging models allow for traffic to be burst

by customers in certain number of charging intervals. In Chapter 4, we formulate the

user request redirection problem with ISPs’ computing their bandwidth cost over specified

percentile-based charging volume. We proposed different ways of using the available

burst intervals of servers to reduce the overall charging volume. Thereafter, we propose

NetReq, a novel CDN Request Routing algorithm that combines these different techniques

to reduce the overall charging volume of CDN servers. We see significant reduction in the

overall charging volume of CDN servers that directly impactsthe overall bandwidth cost

of CDN services too.

We introduce NetReq server management that maintains different types of servers, i.e.

rotation and peak, within every region. This allows user requests in any given region to

be redirected to nearby servers, with available burst intervals, within the same region. We

investigate the impact of NetReq Request Routing algorithm on the application perfor-

mance of users. We see NetReq provides comparable network delay performance to end

users when compared against nearest-available server scheme.
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7.3 CDN resolving routing conflicts with ISPs

ISPs by charging separately for on-net and off-net traffic are able to mitigate any increase

in their operational cost caused by CDN traffic. CORE-OMN user assignment schemes

take into account the modified ISP charging functions and attempt to reduce the bandwidth

cost of deploying multicast groups. In the process, CORE-OMN user assignment schemes

aggressively shifts overlay traffic from provider and peer routes to customer routes, which

significantly reduces operational cost for both CDN and ISPs.

The operational bandwidth cost and the application performance metrics are orthog-

onal metrics of performance, which can not be optimized simultaneously. In order to

improve the network performance of end users we propose CORE-OMN-Delay that im-

poses an overall delay constraint for each user assignment.This strategy proves to be more

holistic as it accounts for both the last-hop and the overlaytree delay.

7.4 Conclusion

In this dissertation, we have investigated ways of reducingthe growing operational band-

width cost for CDN in providing content delivery services on the Internet. We present Re-

quest Routing algorithm that reduce ISP cost by taking into consideration the ISP charging

function and the ISP charging model. Furthermore, we see that CDN Request Routing al-

gorithms can be collaborative in nature with the ISPs to route content traffic over cheaper

IP route to reduce operational cost for both CDN and ISPs. In aforementioned ways, the

CDN Request Routing algorithm can minimize ISP cost of content delivery on the Internet.

We learn from this dissertation that optimizing ISP cost alone can negatively impact the

application performance for users. Application performance is something that has made

CDNs such a popular option for content delivery on the Internet. In effect, application

performance can not be sacrificed beyond an accepted level ofperformance. But cur-

rent approach of user request redirection focusing solely upon last-hop delay performance
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seems to produce higher overall delay for end users. And therefore in this work, we have

designed CDN Request Routing algorithms that reduce the ISP cost while considering the

overall delay as a constraint for the application performance.
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